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Dedication: 

This work proposes conclusions about the British and Commonwealth air forces and 
armies engaged in the battle of Normandy. Such conclusions, it is often somewhat 
disapprovingly pointed out, can only be reached fiom the cornfort of a peacetirne study, and 
with the benefit of hindsight. That is absolutely tme. However, it is precisely because we 
now have the lwniry of such hindsight that we can return to questions first raised in the heat 
of battle. and now that the dust is M y  settled hopefidiy kgin to examine them with al1 of 
the evidence. It is in this spirit that this work has been done. 

1 dedicate this work to the eleven brave men of rny old Squadron, No. 421, who 
made the supreme sacrifice that desperate Norman summer. They were some of the men 
who saved Western civilkation. 

Flight Lieutenant W.J. Drope, 7 June 
Flying Officer R.J. Gcigg, 7 June 

Flying Oficer R. W. Murray, 1 3 June 
Flight Lieutenant F.J. Clark, 13 June 
Flying Officer L.F. Curry, 1 5 June 

Flight Sergeant R.G. Wallace, 23 June 
Flying Oficer RG. Driver, 25 June 

Flight Lieutenant C.D. Grant, 25 June 
Flight Lieutenant P.G. Johnson, 1 8 July 

Flying Officer F.W. Ward. 25 July 
Flying Oficer G.A. Cashion, 25 July 
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INTRODUCTION 

What did air power do to the Geman Amy in Normandy? Traditiondl y the answer to this 

question has been that the Allies enjoyed crushing air supremacy, and that this doomed the 

Germans. Arnongst historians, Chester Wilmot made this point early in his classic history of the 

\Y, Thc S~ruggIlcjÙr Europe: "nie value of îhis air supremacy cm hardly be ovemted."' 

He is seconded in this opinion by virtually al1 of the Germans who fought in the carnpaign. 

A much quoted 12 June message fiom Field-Marshal Rommel to Berlin reads: 

Our own operations are rendered extraordimrily difficult and in part impossible to carry out 
[owing to] the exceptionally strong and, in some respects overwhelming, supenority of the 
enemy air force. The enemy has complete command of the air over the battle zone and up 
to about 100 kilometres behind the front and cuis off by day ahost al1 ûaffic on roads or 
by-ways or in open country. Manoeuvre by our troops on the field of battle by daylight is 
thus almost entirely prevented, while the enemy can operate fieely ... Neither our flak nor 
the Luftwaffe seem capable of putting a stop to this crippling and destructive operation of 
the enemy's aircraft.' 

Rommel's opinion has been taken at face value. Indeed, it is commonly asserted that he 

foresaw al1 of this, and realized before the campaign began that he would be largely unable to 

manoeuvre large formations in the face of Allied air superionty.' Such reliance on enemy 

testimony is, perhaps, understandable, but it has produced a singularly narrow interpretation of the 

battle of Normandy. With only passing references to the role of air power, historians of the 

campaign have concentrated upon analyshg the ground operations. The major debate amongst 

historiaos of the Normandy campaign has been why it took the Allies so long to break out, and 

what this says about the relative quality of the Gennan and Allied amies? 

Air historians, for their part, when considering World War II tend to f'w upon either the 

undying controversy over the strategic bombing campaign, or the gloty days of the Battle of 



Britain. Although valuable work has been done, in particula. by Richard Hallion5, David Spires6, 

W.A. Jacobs7, and Benjamin Coolhg8, until Ian Gooderson published Air  Power ut the Battlefiont: 

Allied Close Air Suppori in Europe 1 943-45, little rigorous analy sis of tactical air power's specific 

effects was ever writtenS9 

This is unfortunate. As Max Hastings noted in his history of the Normandy campaign, it 

has become a "cliché" that air power defeated Geman intentions in Normandy. a cliché thiit needs 

carefûl examinati~n.'~ For despite the Allies' clear superiority in the air, no German formations sent 

to the Norman banlefront failed to arrive as formidable fighting organizations, and none collapsed 

for want of supply. None were unable to execute the manoeuvres ordered of' them. And despite 

several massive efforts, air power never once broke open the German fiont. In fact, a more recent 

body of scholarly literature has grown up, dedicated to "de-bunking" some of the more over-blown 

claims for air power in ~ormandy." 

So where does the tmth lie? What was the effect of Allied air power on the Germans in 

Nomandy? The definitive work on this question remains to be written. It would take a careful 

cross-referencing of the Allied records, which show what missions were mounted by the Allied air 

forces and what they were attempting to achieve, with the German records, which can be expected 

to show what actuaily happened to the units on the receiving end of those attacks, and what effects 

this had on German intentions, plans and operations." David Fraser, for one, comes to the 

reasonable middle ground: "Rommel had been right in supposing that movement of G e m  

armour would be delayed and impeded by Allied air power, but wrong in assuming it could not take 

place at all."13 



Various explanations have been offered to explain why air power's effect on the battle was 

perhaps more limited than previously appreciated. Most of these centre mund the physical 

limitations of rnid-1940s air weaponry and the weather, which was often miserable that desperate 

summer. '' 
The theme of this work is to examine a different and less tangible factor. It is to examine 

not it.har air power did to the Germans in Normandy, but how the . - l ies - specificdly the British 

and Commonwealth forces - sought to apply their vast air power against the Gemans in 

Nomandy: in other words, to analyze the British doctrine and practice for tactical air power in 

Nomandy . 

In order to examine this issue, it is important to undentand the pre-war and earl y-war 

background to the whole question of applyirig air power against an enemy army in the field, for this 

was a complex and dificult problem. After dl, what is the most effective way to bring thousands 

of aircraft to bear against a powerful enemy army? The Royal Air Force (MF) and the Army did 

not always agree." Indeed, different figures within the RAF ofien did not agree. There were long 

and bitter docûinal disagreements and inter-service rivalries before complex organizations known 

as "tactical air forces" were eventually developed. These had intricate and highly refined 

procedures for planning and executing air strikes on enemy amies. 

Despite the effort that the RAF did eventually dedicate to air support for the Army, there 

were often poor relations between the ground and aÛ commandes throughout the campaign. Army 

officers were in many cases extremely unsatisfied with the RAF's application of air power against 

the Germans, and the echoes of those recriminations can still be heard in the historical literature 

toàay. Some Army criticisms were extremely blunt, nothing less than that the RAF was stinting 



and unresponsive in its support of the land campaign. 

Are those criticisms valid? What was the RAF trying to do with its air power in 

Normandy? What was in fact done with it? There is plenty of blame - and credit - to go around. 

In 1944 neither the RAF nor the Army had thought completely through their doctrine for applying 

air power against an enemy m y  in the field. 

1. Chester Wilmot, The Stmggle for Europe (London: Collins, 1954) p 289. 

2. f i s  message is quoted in Chester Wilmot, The Stmggle for Europe, p 3 13, and widely 
repeated elsewhere, for instance in John Termine's important history of the RAF in World War II 
The Ri& of the Line (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1 985) p 63 7. 

3. This daim was advanced - after the war - by, arnongst others, Friedrich Ruge (one of 
Rommel's staf f  officers in Normandy) Rommel in Normandy (London and San Rafael California: 
Presidio Press, 1979), and has k e n  widely repeated elsewhere. 

4. The literature in this debate is considerable. Max Hastings, for instance, argues that "The 
German m y  was the outstanding fighting force of the Second World War, and that it could be 
defeated by Allied soldiea only under the most ovenvhelrningly favourable conditions." ûvedord: 
D-Day and the Battle for Normandy (London: Michael Joseph, 1 984) p 1 2. These charges are 
repeated more generally by John Ellis in Brute Force, (London: Andre Deutsch Lirnited, 1990). 
John English's analysis of the Canadian Army's performance in Normandy is even more critical, 
Failure in High Command: The Canadian Army and the Normandy Campaign (Oîtawa: Golden 
Dog Press, 199 1). Recently, something of a counter-rnovement appears to have developed, arguing 
that Allied performance was no worse than the German. Examples include Stephen E. Ambrose, 
Citizen Soldiers: The US Armyfiorn the Normandy Beaches to the Bulge to the Surrender of 
Germuny, June 7, 1944 - May 7, 1945 (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1997), and John Balkoski 
Beyond the Beachead: The 29th Infuntry Division in Normandy (Stackpole Books, 1999). For a 
succinct statement of this school of thought's views, see Terry Copp "From the Editor" in Canadian 
MiIitary History Vol. 7 No. 4 Autumn 1 998. 

5 .  Richard Hallion, Strike Frurn the Sky: The History of Battieefield Air Attack 191 1-1 945 
(Washington: Srnihonian institution Press, 1 989) 

6. David Spires, Air Power for Patton's Army: The XLY Tactical Air Command in the Second 
W d d  Ww ( fortbcoming ). 

7. W.A. Jacobs "Ai. Support for the British Army, 1939-1 943" MiIitary Affairs Vol. XLVI 
No. 4 December 1982, pp 197- 182; "Tactical Air Doctrine and AAF Close Air Support in the 



European Theater, 19444945" Aerospace Historiun Vol. 27 No. 1 Match 1980; "nie Battle for 
France" Chapter 6 in Case Studies in the Development of CIose Air Support edited by B.F. Cooling 
(Washington: Office of Air Force History, 1990). 

8. Benjamin Franklin Cooling (editor) Case Studies in the Development of Close Air Support 
(Washington DC: Office of Air Force History, 1990). 

9. Ian Gooderson, Air Power ut the Battlefiont: Allied Close Air Support in Europe 194345 
(London: Frank Cass, 1998). 

10. Max Hastings, merlord: D-Day and the Battlejor Normanûy (London: Michael Joseph 
Ltd, l984), p 266. 

1 1. For instance a chapter of Goodeson's Air Power ut the Battlefiont: Allied Close Air 
Support in Europe 1943-45 is titled "Allied Fighter-Bombers Vernis German Amoured Forces: 
Myths and Realities" pp 103-124. See also, "Anglo-Canadian Tactical Au Power in Normandy: A 
Reassessment" 1987 presentation at the American Military Institute, Virginia by Terry Copp and 
Robert Vogel. 

12. Ian Goodeaon has turned the first sod in this field with Air Power ut the Battlefiont, but he 
has based that work upon the wartime British Operational Research Section data, rather than 
German records. This is important, but not definitive. 

13. David Fraser, And We Shall Shock Them: The British Army in the Second World War, 
(London: Hdder & Stoughton, l983), p 328. The prominent Arnerican air power histotian 
Richard Hallion has noted that consideration of tactical air power has been polarized between those 
arguing that it had little effect upon the land campaign and those arguing that it was decisive - 
whereas in fact the tmth lies somewhere in the rniddle. Strike From the Sky, p 2. 

14. Christopher Evans, Tactical Air Power in the Normandy Cumpaign: The Role of83 Group 
(Wilfied Laurier University: unpublished MA thesis, 1998) stresses the technical limitations of the 
tirne. 

15. Throughout this work Royal Air Force will be abbreviated RAF, and this shouid be taken to 
include al1 of the Commonwealth Air Forces collectively. Army with a capital "A" is used to refer 
to the British Army as an institution. 



CHAPER ONE: BACKGROUND 

In 1943 RAF Second Tactical Air Force was formed to b h g  al1 of the British and 

Commonwealth tactical air power designated for the coming invasion of Europe under one 

cornmand. But both the Army and the RAF brought much intellectual baggage to the debate over 

how to o~anize and apply air power in a land campaip. baggage that is criticai to understanding 

how the tactical au forces were organized and applied against the Germans. Emotions on both 

sides ran extremely high over what may seem to most to be arcane and bloodless technicaiities. 

Early Animosity 

Right ikom the RAF's birth in the imrnediate aftermath of World War 1, there were inter- 

service rivairies between the RAF and the two older services. Partidly, no doubt, this reflected the 

usual bureaucratie squabbling over a rapidly shrinking pst-war budget. However, the nvalry 

between the RAF and the two older services was far more pronounced and bitter than anything that 

had ever been seen before between the Anny and Royal Navy. A major factor at the root of this 

was the fervent belief of the W ' s  founders that they had found a "better way" to win wars, and 

that, indeed, they had rendered the two older services obsolescent, if not obsolete. Wars would be 

won in the future, the apodes of air power's new vision argued, not by massed amies or fleets, but 

by massed bombers, striking directly at the heart of any enemy's homeland. 



Nowadays, intellectual credit for this argument is usually accorded to the Italian 

soldier/pilot and fervent air power propagandist, Gui10 Douhet. Certainly , he wrote an early and 

ardent expression of this idea, The Command of the Air, first published in 192 1 under the auspices 

of the Italian Ministry of War.' Douhet's thought began with the idea that the Great War had shown 

thût modem &es stalernated into costly attritional wdare.' Like so many military theonsts of 

the t h e ,  Douhet was determineci to find a better way. His expience as a military pilot, and the 

history of the German raids on London, convhced him that he had found one - air power. In 

Douhet's vision, however, air power was not to be applied on the battlefield to break the costly 

stalernate of trench warfare. Rather, Douhet argued that the true use for air power was direct attack 

on the enemy homeland, in particular the enemy capital.' This, Douhet believed. would result in 

damage no nation could sustain, leaving it no choice but to sue for peace. In Douhet's vision. the 

only roles lefi for m i e s  would be defensive actions dong the nation's fiontiers while the air forces 

fought the decisive battie, and perhaps occupation of the enemy homeland after they had 

surrendered. 

Almost certainly, the RAF did not in fact derive its doctrine fiom Douhet, but rather 

independently developed what were essentially the same idead Regardless, the doctrine espoused 

by the RAF almost fiom the fht was essentially the saine, beginning with the man usually 

considered the "Father of the RAF" Lord Trenchard.' Trenchard had commanded the "Independent 

Bombing Force" in France during its brief existence at the end of the Great War, and was appointed 

the Chief of Staff for the newly independent RAF in 19 19. It has k e n  widely noted by historians 

that strategic bombing, as an instrument of state policy independent of the other two services, was 

the raison d'etre for the RAF at its birth.6 It is probably reasonable to premme that Trenchard, and 



the other converts, both tnily believed that sûategic bombing was a better way to win wars, and 

fully realized that this was the only justification for their stature as an independent service. In any 

event, almost h e d i a t e l y  Trenchard had to defend the fledgling RAF fiom vehement attacks 

against its very existence by the A m y  and Royal Navy .' 

Sir Arthur Harris, one of the participants at the tirne and later a farnous exponent of 

bombing, gives some insight into the depth of the feelings with his own words. 

This was the moment [1922] when the m y  and navy struck. By intrigue resulting 
in the formation of the Fleet Air Arm, which afienvards became an integral part of 
the Navy, the Air Force was spiit in two. The army's plans were, however, far more 
destructive, for the War Office proposed that the Air Minisûy should have control 
of nothing but civil aviation, research, experiment and supply, which meant that in 
fact the Air Force should case  to exist. But in this the soldiers. who are vastly 
inferior to the sailors in the arts of propaganda and politics, badly over-reached 
themselves, and the proposal was successfully resisted. 

Thereafter, for nearly twenty years, I watched the army and navy, both singly and in 
concert, engineer one deliberate attempt afler another to destroy the Royal Air 
Force. Time d e r  time they were within a hairbreath of success, time d e r  time 
Trenchard, and Trenchard alone, saved us. If they had succeeded they would have 
abolished our air power as they succeeded in abolishing our tank power, while 
retaining the Camberly drag hunt, and, as the pinnacle of our sea power, those 
scarcely more useful battleships, whose bones now lie where air power so easily 
consigned hem, littering the floors of the ocean or obstmcting the harbours of the 
world." 

The MF's first operations as an independent service were an expression of the independent 

bombing idea, if not quite what Douhet had in mind. Beginning in 1920 the RAF began what was 

called "air control" of certain recalcitrant portions of the Empire. This arnounted to using RAF 

squadrons to bomb local natives into submission whenever they threatened the irnperial order, a 

strategy w d  in Somaliland, Afghanistan, and most notably Iraq. This was found to be cheaper 

than maintaining large gmîsons of Amy trwps for putting down rebellions and came to be known 

as "substitution", the policy of substituthg smaller and less cody RAF contingents for larger and 



more expensive Army garrisons? Such a policy can hardly have endeared the RAF to the Army. 

Little Army - RAF Cooperation, Or Even Interaction 

Until the mid 1930s, the RAF gave scant attention to air support of armies in the field. 

Trenchard, while Chief of the Air Staff, had tended to deprecate any tactical or supporting role for 

air power.1° However, it must be said that the neglect of w y  cooperation !vas only prirtly due to 

the bad blood between the two services. From the end of the Great War until the rnid i 930s it was 

never envisioned that Great Britain would again be fielding a large anny for campaigning on the 

continent. So long as no continental land cornmitment was contemplated, the A m y ' s  role was 

limited to garrisoning the outer reaches of the Empire and last ditch self defence of the British 

~sles." In such circumstances there was no great requirement for RAF air support to large armies, 

even if such a thing were thought to be worthwhile." 

Not that the RAF did think it worthwhile in any case. One of the few to give the issue any 

attention at al1 was John Slessor, an RAF career officer who published a book on the subject in 

1936." Based upon an admirable historical analysis of air support in the Great War, Slessor argued 

that: "... the aeroplane is not a baitle-feid weapon - the air strikuig force is not as a d e  best 

employed in the actual zone in which the armies are in contact." 

Slessor was of the opinion that it would be more profitable to use air power - or least 

whatever air power might have to be diverted from the strategic bombing campaign -- against the 

enemy's rem, particularly against his lines of communication at corps or higher level." But 

Slesso<s real feelings appear to have been that aimost any dedication of air power to annies in the 

field was a waste. 



The ultùnate reduction of the enemy nation may (and very likely will) be 
undertaken, not by the traditional methods of land invasion, or by continued assaults 
upon their a m i e s  in the field, but by air measures. That is to Say it will becorne an 
air carnpaign, and the task of the army will be sirnply to protect the air bases? 

Slessor's book was based upon lectures he had given at the Amy Staff College at Camberly 

as a Wing Commaoder in the early 1930s. One cm just imagine the officers' reaction there to being 

told that their primary task would be "simply to protect the air bases." Still, Slessor was at least 

taking the time to address A m y  offices; throughout this period there was little interaction of any 

kind between the two services. 

Rearmarnent and Air Power 

This atmosphere of mutual disregard between the Amy and the RAF began to corne to a 

head in 1935, when the British governrnent finally began to seriously consider the new German 

menace. One of the first results of this was the so-called "Western Plan", which for the first t h e  

since the Great War envisioned a continental cornmitment for the British Amy. With this in 

prospect, the War Ofice formally requested that seven bomber and five fighter squadrons of the 

RAF be allocated to the first contingent of any British field force sent to the continent, with a 

fùrther six bomber and four fighter squadrons for each of the potential three subsequent 

contingents." The Air Ministry steadfâstly opposed these requests, arguing a g a d  tying the RAF's 

lirnited resources down to any pre-arranged corn mit ment^.'^ Eventually it was agreed that two 

bomber squadrons would be eannarked for the first contingent, dong with the five requested fighter 



squadrons, but that any M e r  allocations to following contingents would be determined only at the 

tirne." 

The RAF and Air Ministry also steadfastly opposed any shift of official British air policy 

away from a deterrent strategy based upon bombea towards a defensive strategy based upon 

fighters and the new "Radio Direction Finding" technology This debate was so fierce that the 

govemrnent eventuaily appointed an impartial outsider, Sir Thomas Inskip, Minister for Co- 

ordination of Defence, to review the matter. In late 1937 he proposed, in essence, to do exactly 

what the Air Ministry had been so fiercely resisting - rely upon Fighter Command to defend 

Britain against enemy b~rnbers.'~ ~ o r d  Swinton, the Air Minister, argued that "Counter-attack 

[against the enemy homeland by bombers] remains the chief deterrent and defence."" The Air 

Staffs official response to Inskip's proposal was even more scathhg, accusing Inskip of suffering 

from "strategic rnisconceptions" and reiterating that "The bomberforce isfundamentaliy the basis 

of all air strategy."" 

Things had scarcely improved when war did eventually corne in 1939. In March of that 

year the Chief of the Imperia1 General Staff, Lord Gort, with an eye to the envisioned 32 division 

programme, formally demanded that a strong striking force of bombers be included under the field 

force." Convinced of the strategic importance of independent bombing, the Air Ministry resisted 

Gort's requests for bombers particularly fiercely. Slessor, by now an Air Vice Marsha1 and senior 

planning officer on the Air Staff, wrote that the War Office seemed bent on "a regrettable revival of 

the old idea which there had been some reason to think was dead, that when the soldiers taik about 

cosperation they reaily mean the subordination of the air force to the army."" At one inter-service 



Whitehall meeting in June the Assistant Chief of the Air Staffasserted that f'undamentally, al1 

bombing was the same, regardless of the achial target; therefore no specialization in training or 

command arrangements were necessary to meet the field force's needs." 

When the decision was fmdly taken later that year to dispatch a British Expeditionary 

Force (BEF) to the continent the IUF rcalizcd that it would have to provide somethüig to forestal1 

Amy demands for a separate air force under Army control, but the issue never was settled to either 

parties' ~atisfaction.'~ During the Banle of France the BEF had the two bomber and four fighter 

squadrons the RAF had agreed to provide, plus six Anny Cosperation squadrons and two flights of 

VIP transport aircraft." The "Advanced Air Striking Force" or AASF went to France as well, but it 

remained under Bomber Command's authority? 

After Dunkirk, the RAF quickly reverted to its pre- 1935 philosophy when there had been 

little contemplation of a British continental land comrnitrnent. According to its own thinking, the 

RAF now had three major missions: protection of the home island fiom air attack (Fighter 

Command's job); the mounting of a strategic bombing campaign against Germany (Bomber 

Command's job); and support to the Royal Navy for the Battie of the Atlantic (Coastal Command's 

job).29 If al1 went well, in the RAF's view the Army's role would be restricted to home defence of 

the British Isles should an invasion corne, and subsequent occupation of a Germany that had been 

defeated by the stxategic bombing ~ampaign.'~ Nevertheless, the Anny could not be ignored 

entirely, and shortly afler Dunkirk "Amy Cooperation Command" was formed within the RAF 

under Air Marshal Sir Arthur Barratt. This Command, however, came last in the RAF's priorities, 

and oflen languished with "more staff officers than airrraft."" 



For its part, the Amy remained mesmerized by the German performance in France and, 

bitter about the lack of any visible RAF presence over the kaches of Dunkirk, was obsessed with 

getting dive-bombers that could be "whistled-up" (as one commentator put it) the way the Germans 

seemed to do.'? The RAF opposed any such suggestion at every turn. Slessor even went so far as 

to write a paper specifically devoted to de-bunking the dive-bomber mania in the h y ,  pointing 

out that the Germans did not, in fact, devolve control of dive-bombers to lower amiy formations. 

and were only able to use the obsolescent Junkers 87 divebombers where thcy enjoyed air 

superiority and their opponents lacked effective anti-aircraft artillery." Slessor stuck to his original 

theories from Air Power and Amies, concluding "1 do not believe in close support at In 

general, the RAF maintained that the war winning instrument would be strategic bombing; any 

allocation of scarce RAF resources to army support would inevitably compromise that decisive 

effort, violating the principle of concentration of force. In 1941 the Chief of the Au Staff himself, 

Sir Charles Portal, officially argued to the Cabinet that: 

The Anny has no primary offensive role ... We aim to win the war in the air, not on land. 
Undoubtedly we must build up land forces as well with the priorities already assigned, but 
as far as the continent is concemed these forces will be used as an Anny of Occupation d e r  
the bombing offensive has crushed the enemy's will to resist. It is essentid not to allow the 
clarity of the existing directive to become blurred. Our hopes of winning the war depend on 
the strength of the Bomber Force in the spring of 1943 ... 1 submit that major diversions [of 
resources away fiom bomber forces to army support] should only be pemlltted as the result 
of a major change of policy." 

The new C hief of the Imperia1 General Staff, Sir Alan Brooke, immediately strove to bring 

about just such a "major change of policy." Brooke had been a corps commander at Dunkirk, and 

personally felt strongly about what he considered to have been the RAF's inadequate support in that 

critical defeat? In March of 1942 he demanded the establishment of a force of 109 squadrons to be 

trained in support operations by the Amy and operated under Army control as an integral 



component." Portal and Brooke reached a minimal compromise at a Chiefs of Staff meeting on 19 

May 1942, striking an agreement to augment Amy Cooperation Command and No. 2 Group 

slightly, and to train 15 squadrons within Fighter Command in ground support, but they couid not 

agree on the crucial issue of command and contr01.~' 

Meanwhile, work to improve inter-service cooperation and air suppoa to ground forces had 

been proceeding 3t the lower levels, nt least on technicd rnatters. ln the still neglected A m y  

Cooperation Command of the RAF, in the far backwater of Northem Ireland, a small group of 

oficers had been brought together under the leadership of Group Captain Wann and Brigadier 

Woodail. Veterans of the recent debacle in France, both were determined to do bet~er.'~ They 

produced what came to be called the " Wann/Woodall" report, which outlined a system of control 

for air support that formed the basis of the eventual Tactical Air Force doctrine. The essentials of 

the WandWoodall system was the establishment of a joint A r m y W  headq~arters~~ which would 

control a composite group of aircraft, and the creation of a radio network outside of the normal 

h y  chah-of-command specifically for the purpose of controlling air support. 

It was just at this time that a major technological development occurred, essentiaily by 

coincidence. Languishing somewhat since its glory days in the Battle of Britain, Fighter Command 

was casting about for an offensive role. Apparently on his own initiative, the commander of No. 1 1 

Group, Air Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory, began experiments in the modification of fighters to 

carry bombs and attack ground targets." Thus the "fighter-bomber" was bom, uonically by a 

process cornpletely unrelated to the Anny's long and persistent demanâs for effective air support. 

Brooke resisted any proposal to develop a ground attack role within Fighter Command, arguing for 

the establishment of such a force within A m y  Cooperation Cornmand?' 



The tirst implementation of the these new ideas - the WannfWoodall system and the 

fighter-bomber concept -- came in the Western Desert, far from the doctrinal squabbling at 

Whitehall, and achieved considerable success. In Britain, however, acrimony between the RAF and 

h y  remained fierce, and by October 1942 the debate had escalated to the level of Churchill 

himself for resolution. On 7 October 1942 he produced a compromise d i n g  slightly favourable to 

Above dl, the idea of keeping standing patrols [of aircraft] over [Army ] columns should be 
abandoned. It is unsound to distribute aircraft in this way ... The Army Commander-in- 
Chief will specim to the Air Oficer Comrnanding-in-Chief the targets and tasks which he 
requires to be performed, both in the preparatory attack on the rearward installments of the 
enemy and for air action during the progress of the battle. It will be for the Air Onicer 
Commanding-in-Chief to use his maximum force for those objects in the manner most 
effective? 

Churchill's d i n g  settled the debate, and Brooke reluctantly conceded to the dissolution of 

Army Cooperation Cornmand and the establishment of a new "Tactical Air Force" within Fighter 

Command of the M F ,  rather than under the Amy:' 

It is perhaps dificult to appreciate today just how bitter the rivalry between the Army and 

the RAF really was. in 194 1, in the midst of the air support debate, Slessor wrote of the A m y  that: 

... the nsing generation of soldiea (with about 2 exceptions) are quite unfit to 
command air forces, by training and tradition - they are only just adjusting their 
mentality fkom 4 to 30 miles per hour, and it will take them another generation to 
adjust it to 400, by which time what is left of the field anny will be a component of 
the RAF? 

ï h i s  was the environment in which attention to air support was fought out. 



Conclusion 

Thus, 2nd TAF was bom of a long, fundamental, and deeplj r felt disagreement between the 

Army and the RAF. It was this feud which lay behind the evolution of the complex system of "dual 

command" developed for tactical air forces. It is important, however, to appreciate that this dispute 

bas not merely a turf'war behveen jedous commanders. Both sides had remonable arguments and 

honestly, if not fervently, believed in the validity of theu positions. The Army wanted to ensure 

that soldiers received timely and effective air support, something they had often lacked in the war's 

early carnpaigns. The RAF, on the other hand. strongly and sincerely believed that what the Army 

wanted was a hdarnentally mistaken application of air power, and held out for a system that 

would not decentralize, or "penny packet" away, its potential." 

Nevertheless, despite this unpromising and ofien outright antagonistic environment a 

detailed and compiex system for organizing and controlling air power in support of amies was 

eventuaily developed, a solution that represented a compromise between the RAF and the Amiy. 

Contrary to the Air Marshals' initial wishes, a considerable portion of the RAF's resources was in 

fact to be consigned to the new tactical air forces, specifically to support the Army. But contrary to 

the Generals' initial wishes, this air power was to remain centralized under the RAF, and not placed 

under the cornrnand of the Amy. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE SYSTEM 

The first b i t  of Churchill's October 1942 ruling came in North Africa, with the RAF 

elements openting there becoming known as the Desert Air Force or "DM", which is generally 

considered the fint practical expression of the tacticai air force idea.' Meanwhile, back in Britain 

planning was underway for Operation OVERLORD, the planned invasion of the continent. This 

had originally begun under the Army's General Morgan, but by late 1942 it was clear that any 

foray back to the continent would rest heavily upon air power, and so it was decided to bting an 

appropriately senior RAF officer into the planning process. Reflecting the new emphasis on 

tactical air forces in support of m y  operations. the commander of Fighter Command -- Air 

Chief Marshal Trafford Leigh-Mallory -- was chosen for this roie.' On 10 March 1943, it was 

further decided that the RAF "Composite Group" assigned to OVERLORD should be expanded 

to a "Tactical Air Force." This came to be designated "Second" Tactical Air Force, the DAF 

constituting the first Tacticai Air Force. Thus, on 1 June 1943,2nd TAF fomally carne into 

being, and in accordance with the Churchill compromise of October 1942 it was established 

within Fighter Command, rather than within the Army, or even Army Co-operation C~rnrnand.~ 

In fact, with the establishment of 2nd TM.  Army Co-operation Command ceased to exist, its 

resources being folded into the new organization.' 



Original 2nd TAF: 

No 2 Group (from Bomber Command) 
No 83 Group (fiorn Fighter Command) 
No 84 Group (to be formed) . 38 Wing (fiom Army Cooperation Command) 
145 Photo/Reconnaissance Squadron 

Between June 1943 and June 1944 2nd TAF grew, eventually becoming a huge 

organization. With some 2000 aircraft, by D-Day it numbered alrnost a hundred squadrons 

divided between four Groups and one strategic reco~aissance wing, plus considerable control 

and support elements (see Figure 1). 

Order of Battle 

No. 85 (Base) Group was equipped predominantly with Mosquitos, and consisted of 17 

night fighter squadrons. Its intended primary role was guarding 2 1st Army Group against night 

bomber attack by the Luftwaffe, the huiction Mosquito squadrons had perfected so well in 

previous years in the defence of the British Isles. In the event, the Germans mounted so little an 

air threat against the invading Allied m i e s  that 85 Group was used primarily as a light bomber 

force, supplementing No. 2 (Bomber) Group, the element within 2nd TAF dedicated specifically 

for the light bombing role. This force of 12 squadrons was equipped with Bostons, Mitchells and 

Mosquitos, and was intended for attacking targets in the Germans' rear, primarily their lines of 

communication. But the heart of the organization and the parts primarily dedicated to close 

support of the field m i e s  were the two Composite Groups. These were the formations of 

fighter-bombea specifically organized for responding rapidly to the Amy's  calls for air support. 
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Figure 1: Second Tactical Air Force Sumrnary Order of Battle. 
See the appendices for detailed group orders of battle. 
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Command 

Given the contentious background to the development of tactical air forces, and the 

disputes over who should control air power, it is scarcely surprishg that the command 

arrangements for the air forces devoted to OVERLORD in general, and 2nd TAF in particular, 

were hotiy contested. 

The doctrinal and bureaucratie wars over control of air resources had resulted in the 

general principle known as the system of "joint command". The Army and RAF remained 

separate services, and they operated under separate commandea, even in the furtherance of one 
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combined plan. As contemporary doctrine put it: 

The Army Commander tells the Air Force Commander what he wants to achieve, and the 
Air Staff, having examined the problem, make Air plans with the Anny's aim constantly 
in view.' 

Under this system, headquarters were paired at each level of command (see Figure 2). 

For OVERLORD, 2nd TAF itself was in support of Montgomery's 2 1 st Army Group, and both 

of these formations had a headquarters which were deemed to be co-equal. It was intended that 

headquarters 2nd TAF would be CO-located with headquarters 2 1 A m y  Group, although in 

practice it did not always work out that way.l Regardless, both commanders and staffs were 

expected to cooperate in the planning and direction of air attacks. At the next level down, 83 and 

84 Group were to be in support of Second British and First Canadian h i e s  respectively. 

Control of air forces was not M e r  decentralized beyond this point.' 

The pnnciple of joint command meant that contrary to the Army's wishes -- in particular 

the CIGS's wishes - at no level could Army commanders order air support. Air forces were 

never under the cornmand of Army commanders; both services remained under their own, 

completely separate, chains of cornmand. In fact, the Iowest level at which the two chains of 

command met was in the person of the Supreme Commander himself, General Eisenhower.' As 

we shall see, this would remain a contentious issue. 
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Figure 2: The Allied Expeditionary Air Forces Chain of Command, showing the system of paired 
headquarten under the doctrine of joint cornmand. 

Doctrine 

By 1944, British doctrine for army/air operations had matured considerably. Dmwing 

upon the developrnent process begun by the WannIWoodall report and the experience of DAF, 



hvo authontive pamphlets were released in early 1944: Army/Air Operations: Pamphlet No. 1 

General P rinciples and Organization, and Army/Air Operations Pamphlet No. 2 Direct Support.' 

This new doctrine specified that the RAF would contribute to the land banle in five principal 

way s: 

By achieving air superiority over the battlefield. 
By reconnaissance. . By the attack of ground targets. 
By operations with airbome forces. 
Ry air transport.'* 

Of these five roles, 2nd TAF was primarily concemed with air superiority and the attack 

of ground targets, and to a lesser extent, reconnaissance. Operations with airbome forces and air 

transport were performed by glider and transport squadrons, which were not part of 2nd TAF." 

Reconnaissance missions were generaliy performed by specialist squadrons and were divided 

betwren three types: artillery reconnaissance or "Arty/R; tactical reconnaissance or "Tac/RW; 

and photographic reconnaissance or "PhotoIR". Arty/R was perforrned by the light observation 

aircraft of the "Air Observation Post" squadrons, which were actuaily flown by artillery officers 

rather than RAF pilots. Each composite group had an organic reconnaissance wing for flying 

TacR missions in support of its paired Army, and these missions were usually focused on the 

Germans' more immediate rear areas opposite the Army concemed. Direcily subordinate to 

headquarters 2nd TAF was No. 34 Wing, which flew Photo/R missions deeper behind the 

German lines for "strategical" intelligence. 

This left a wide variety of mission types for the bulk of 2nd TM. First among these was 

the traditional fighter role of gaining and rnaintaining air superiority. As the above list of roles 

suggests, the RAF very much saw its first responsibility as in tenns of this classic fighter role. 
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Indeed, the majonty of 2nd TAF's sorties on D-Day were dedicated to this fùnction, rather than 

ground attack." The air supeRonty fùnction was discharged by means of a variety of mission 

types. Defensive patrols were Bown, particularly over the vulnerable shipping lanes and 

invasion beaches; fighter sweeps were mounted through Geman airspace with the intention of 

catching Germans in the air and shooting them dom,  and finally, 2nd TAF fighter aircraft were 

tasked with escorting medium and even hem); bombers on missions deep behind the lines. The 

preponderance of such defensive missions fell off throughout the campaign as it becarne clear 

how secure Allied air supremacy was. 

When it came to the actual attack of ground targets contemporary British doctrine 

distinguished between "indirect support" and "direct support." Indirect Support was defined as 

"attacks on objectives which do not have an immediate effect on the land battle, but nevertheless 

contribute to the broad plan."" The main effect of indirect support, according to the doctrine of 

the tirne, was "the isolation of the banlefield by hindering the rnovement of enemy troops and 

supplies into the area of operations."" Typically that involved attacking enemy lines of 

communication. shipping, bases, rail targets and the like by heavy or medium bombers, but 

fighter-bombers were used against such targets as well. 

On the other hand, Direct Support was defined as "attacks upon enemy forces actually 

engaged in the land battle." lJ Typical targets included defensive positions, hostile batteries of 

artillery or concentrations of m o u d 6  These were generally the province of the composite 

groups, but any aircraft, fiom heavy bombers to fighter bombers, could be and were employed 

for direct support. "Direct Support" is thus generally analogous -- but not identical -- to the 

modem terni "close air support", which did not appear in the official British terminology of 



1944. The t e m  close air support was, however, not unknown at the t h e ;  Gooderson quotes a 

DAF paper which uses the term to distinguish between "close air support" and "general air 

support"." General air support was apparently a DAF term for indirect support in the North 

Afncan context. The term "close support" does frequently appear in contemporary documents, in 

reference to missions flown against targets on or very close to the front lines.I8 Direct Support 

\vas thus a slightly bronder terni thm either close support or the modem close air support. It 

included not just close support, but also that air power applied behind the lines, but still within 

the immediate battle area.19 

Direct support missions against targets deeper in German temtory could be ordered, in 

more or less the same fashion as those against targets right along the front line. #en panzers or 

artillery were discovered concentrating in the rear, or key choke points such as a bridge were 

identified, air attack on these targets could be requested. However. the most common means of 

dispatching such direct support into the German rear was by means of a mission known as 

"armed reconnaissance, " 

Armed reconnaissance, or "armed recce" as it was cornmonly known, was a mission type 

in which a group of fighter-bombers were patrolled a given a route or area behind Gerrnan lines. 

They would then range over this area, collecting valuable intelligence and attacking any targets 

of opportunity, with bombs, rockets or strafing?' This was the mission type that led to so many 

shot-up German columns on the Norman roads, and it came to be perhaps the most important 

mission type of the campaign. 

Direct support was M e r  categorized on the basis of urgency, distinction being made 

between "pre-ananged" and "impromptu" requests for air suppodl  Pre-arranged attacks were 



planned through the dedicated staff process, sometimes weeks ahead of tirne, but routinely for 

the next day. Impromptu requests were originated in the heat of battle by leading A m y  elements 

and forwarded via the special air request radio network fint envisioned in the Wann/Wooddl 

report. 

Perhaps the most famous means of providing air support was CABRANK, a system of 

close support in which n package of tighter-bombers, nomally four Typhoons but sometimes a 

whole squadron, circled a specitic point just behind the front, available to swoop down upon a 

target as soon as a forward controller cailed for support." If the ground troops were advancing, 

the CABRANK could advance with them. If desired, a CABRANK could be maintained for a 

specified period of time by directing new aircrafi in to replace those that had expended their 

ordnance in an attack or had run low on fuel. CABRANK aircrafl were given an alternate target 

before they took off, which they would attack by default if not directed ont0 an impromptu target 

w hile waiting in CABRANK." The somewhat whimsical narne CAB RANK presurnabl y arose 

because of the circling aircratts' resemblance to the familiar ranks of cabs waiting in front of 

London's clubs and hotels. In any event, the procedure was immensely popular with the A m y ,  

perhaps because the circling aircraft were so reassuringly visible to friendly troops. 

Organization 

There was a clear understanding that if 2nd TAF was to be at d l  effective in the new role 

of supporting amies in the field, it would have to be specifically organized for thîs purpose. 

Traditional RAF organization was geared neither to close integration with the h y ,  nor to 



moving headquarters and airfields dong behind an advancing front. There was also a clear 

understanding that a large formation such as 21 st Amy Group would generate a great volume of 

air support requests. Quite aside from any doctrinal questions of who would have the authority 

to approve these requests and through what channels, there would be a requirement for a 

dedicated staff machinery that could handle the volume of requests in a timely fashion. 

To this end, the WmdWoodall system had resulted in the development of an elsborate 

organization, al1 tied together with communications links provided by new beasts known as "Air 

Support Signals Units" or ASSUs. These were Army units, of some 225 men from the Royal 

Corps of Signals, which tied al1 of the various parts together." One ASSU was dlocated to each 

Group/Army painng: No. 1 ASSU (a Royal Canadian Corps of Signals unit) in the case of No. 

84 Composite Group/lst Canadian Amy; and No. 2 ASSU (a British Royal Corps of Signals 

unit) in the case of No. 83 Composite GrouplZnd British Army. 

The parts were many and cornplex. As we have seen, each Army headquarters was paired 

with a Composite Group headquarten. Just as headquarters 2nd TAF was meant to CO-locate 

with headquarters 21 st Army Group, so the Amy and Composite Group headquarters normally 

CO-located. Thus situated, the ArmyKomposite Group headquarters either fomed a "Joint Battle 

Roorn" or simply coordinated their separate staffs by constant telephone, meetings and mutual 

visits - both methods were tried? Regardless, this was the level at which joint armyhir force 

consultation was performed to prioritize fighter-bomber missions and issue direction. 

Each of the Composite Groups also had an organization known as a Group Control 

Centre or GCC. This was the air organization that actually directed and controlled the flying 

aircraft. The GCC would scramble planes, and vector hem to their targets, just as the static 



Sector Headquarters had done so famously during the Battle of Britain. Also like the Sector 

headquarters in Britain, the GCCs were the organizations within 2nd TAF responsible for 

monitoring the air situation within their own Group area and ensuring the maintenance of air 

superiority within that area. As such the GCCs were in communication with and cxercised 

control over al! aircraft flying within their ~ector.'~ Since this was a purely air function, the GCC 

was not nomally CO-located with either the Group or h y  headquartes. 

With the forward troops there were various independent wireless detachments, comrnody 

known as "tentacles", apparently since this was what they so resembled on the radio network 

organization charts." These detachments were cornmanded by an artillery subaltem," and they 

were crewed by three Royal Corps of Signals soldiers, who operated and maintained the radios, 

and one driver mec ha ni^.'^ Normally rnounted in a fifteen hundred weight signals truck, they 

were equipped with two "Canadian Number 9" type wireless sets, which gave hem an effective 

range of about 40 kil~rnetres.'~ One of these sets was to tie into the ASSU radio network and 

pass back air support requests, the other was to receive the latest air reconnaissance reports, 

which were simply broadcast out from the GCC for al1 stations to listen in on simultane~usly.~' 

Coming fiom the artillery, the tentacle officers were specialists in fire support and could advise 

the local ground commander on the employrnent of air support. However, the primary task of a 

normal tentacle was to pass air requests fiom the leading battalion and brigade headquarters 

directly back to the joint Army/Composite Group headquarters via the ASSU net." Standard 

tentacles did not have any radios that could communicate with aircrafl. 

This was the system that had grown out of the Wann/Woodall report. Its principal feature 

was the ASSU radio network to allow the passage of requests for air support directly back to the 



controlling authority, without going through the whole intermediate chain-of-command. 

~r07f: IrwilcrPrrr.ca mrJ*d mm d h  -* 

Figure 3 : ASSU diagram. Illustration from the 1944 doctrine rnan~al.~' 

Additionally, specialized tentacles were developed over time, including VCPs (Visual 

Control Posts), FCPs (Forward Control Posts) and contact cars, depending upon their exact 

configuration and equiprnent. These were modified sornewhat over the course of the campaign, 

and depending on local circurnstances and improvisation, but generally they were organized 

dong the following lines. 

FCP. Each ArmyKomposite Group had one Forward Control Post or FCP. These had - 
grown out of the "ROVER DAVID" system developed within the DAF, and like the earlier 

ROVER DAVID they were special teams for controlling air attacks? The intent was to delegate 

many of the Group/Army Joint Battle Room and GCC fhctions to this team to focus air power 
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even more quickly and closely on a critical sector of the front than the normal control procedure 

could ~rovide.~' As such, there was only one FCP within each Group/Anny, and it was deployed 

to the corps headquarters deemed to be the priority for air support.36 FCPs were much larger than 

al1 other types of forward tentacles, generdly consisting of 10 personnel al1 ranks. They were 

mounted in rit least two primary vehicles, either heavy trucks or M l 4  half tracked vehicles, plus 

usually a trailer and a jeep." The radio equiprnent included both army type radios for the ASSU 

net, and TR. 1 143 VHF radios to speak with aircraft." The FCPs' personnel included both an 

RAF pilot and what was known as an "Air Liaison Officer" or ALO, an officer fiom one of the 

combat arms of the Amy, trained in the principles and procedures of air support.39 Together, the 

pilot and AL0 were to advise the local ground commander on the optimal employment of air 

support. Unlike the ordinary tentacles, because they had VHF radios an FCP could talk directly 

with overhead aircraft, for a range of about 30 to 40 kil~rnetres.'~ 

VCP Visual Control Posts or VCPs were an innovation introduced part way through the - 
Normandy campaign, the first one being employed in Operation GOODWOOD on 18 July. 

Essentially a normal tentacle augmented by an AL0 and a fighter-bomber pilot with a VHF radio 

for communication with overhead aircraft, as the narne implies they were meant for directing air 

strikes ont0 targets under the VCP's direct observation. nie intent was for the RAF pilot to 

"talk" the strike pilots ont0 the target "using the language one pilot would use to another."'" 

There were three VCPs in each Army/Composite Group4', but they were not entirely successfùl, 

apparently because in practice they were seldom able to adopt positions that gave good 

observation of targets! In consequence, VCPs came to be employed as de facto miniature 

FCPs, norxnally sited with the headquarfers of leading brigades or battalionsu VCPs consisted 



of a tank or White Scout car ngged with the required radio sets, and a total of five personnel ail 

ranks."' 

Contact Car A later innovation was the contact car. They were very similar to a VCP, 

being essentiaily a normal tentacle augmented with a TR. 1 143 VHF radio for communication 

with overhead aircraft." Coming with the VHF radio was an RAF wireless operator and an RAF 

pilot?' However, unlike the VCPs and FCPs, in the case of contact cars this pilot was normally a 

reconnaissance pilot." Reconnaissance pilots were used because the primary role of contact cars 

was not to direct air strikes, but to facilitate liaison between reconnaissance aircraft and the 

leading Army elements.19 Indeed, although contact cars had the technical means to operate as 

VCPs, there is some evidence that policy expressly forbade the pilots in contact cars fkom 

attempting to do so." Apparently contact cars were seldom tasked with the foward control of air 

attacks." 

The actual flying squadrons of the Composite Groups were located at airfields as close to 

the front as possible. In fact, each Composite Group had an organic unit of engineering troops 

specificaily for the purpose of building air fields just behind the advancing m i e s .  Typically, 

one or two wings of three or four squadrons each would be based at a single airfield. Also at the 

airfields were ALOs, who were responsible for monitoring Front-line developments on the ASSU 

radio netWork and through Army channels. Before the pilots took off for missions, the ALOs 

would briefing them on the ground sit~ation.'~ 

Finally, 2nd TAF had a considerable service support tail, consisting of everything fiom a 

field hospital for wounded Air Force personnel to "Servicing Commandos" for repaing 

akcraft." 
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Figure 4: Layout of a Composite Group on the Ground. 



Planning and Directing Air Strikes 

As we have seen then, 2nd TAF had doctrine, and an elaborately fleshed out organization 

specifically designed to bring air power to bear upon the Gennan army in the field. How did 2nd 

TAF and 21st Army Group actually do it? The staffs within 2nd TAF were concened with 

various things, in particular the maintenance of air superiority and the everpresent dificulty of 

the German's low level air defence, or flak. But fiom the perspective of defeating the Gennans in 

the Normandy carnpaign, planning the application of air power was primarily concerned with 

selecting the targets against which that air power should be directed. Experience had shown that 

selecting targets, and directing aircraft ont0 them in a timely fashion was "a dificult and 

controversial subject", as an irnmediate post-war Army study delicately put it." 

Joint RAFIArmy stafTs dedicated to planning and coordinating air support existed at two 

levels: the paired headquarters of 2 1 st Army GroupI2nd TAF, and at each paired 

Army/Composite Group headquarten. These were the places where joint RAF/Army staffs 

existed for the purpose of planning air support. There were also staff oficers within the Army at 

corps, and in some cases divisional, headquarters devoted to planning for air support, but these 

were Army, not W. officers." 

At the level of headquarters, 2nd TAF and 21st Army Group, the process was generally 

dedicated to overall direction and determination of prionties of effort. The heart of the 

organization for tactical air support lay at the ArmylComposite Group level. It was there that 

impromptu requests were dealt with, and that most of the direct support was allocated. Within 

the ONO Anny headquarters the dedicated staff  for planning air support was the responsibility of a 



lieutenant colonel, known as the G(Air) in 2nd British A m y  and as the G(0ps)Air in 1 st 

Canadian Amy, who reported directly to the Army headquarters Colonel General Staff', and was 

responsible for the air support planning function within the headquarter~.~~ 

One of the key duties of the Anny level air support staffs \vas the designation of the 

"bomb line." This was a line drawn on the map forward of the actual front line, beyond which 

the air forces were free to engage targetd7 It was intended as a safety measure to ensure that no 

fnendly troops were mistakenly attacked by Allied air craft. Targets on the near side of the line 

could be attacked, but only if specifically designated by coloured smoke." 

Pre-arrangeci air support 

The centre of the process for planning pre-arranged air support was the air conference at 

ArmyIGroup headquarters, which was meant to be held every evening but which in practice 

usually met only approximately every other day? These were quite large affairs, often attended 

by some 20 staff officers and chaired by the Army hedquarters Chief of Staff. 

1 st Canadian Army 1 84 Group Air Conference6" 
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This conference would discuss the situation and routine operations for the next day and 

after the conference executive orders for the flying wings would be issued by the Group 

headquarters, usually by telep tinter ?' Additionally , specific conferences would be called as 

necessary to produce "Air Programmest' for major ope ration^.^' These plans specified targets and 

timings, with the intent of integrating air support into the Amy plad3 It is important to note 

that while the daily air confcrcnccs quite naturally tended to fixate upon the immediate issues at 

hand and mostly concemed the application of 2nd TAF's own air power close to the fighting 

front, they were not limited to this. These conferences were rneant to be the mechanism for 

planning the application of al1 air power in the carnpaign, including that from resources beyond 

2nd TAF (ie the strategic bombers). However, things did not always proceed this way; 2nd 

TAF's staff in particular were somewhat bitter about their perception that General Montgomery 

had "gone behind their backs" to seek heavy bomber support fiom higher authorities directly, in 

particular in his battle for Caen." In any event, by this process air support plans would be 

created as integral parts of any planned operations. 

Impromptu Request Procedure 

Since al1 of these elements were tied together on a single net by the radio 

communications of the ASSU, information could be passed about quickly. The intent was to 

allow the tentacles, often forward with brigade or even battalion headquarters, to pass air 

requests directly back to Group/Anny headquarters, without passing through the intennediate 

divisionai and corps levels of command (see Figure 5). The Army/Composite Group joint air 





stafYcould then either authorize or deny the request.6' The GCC, meanwhile, which was also 

l i s t edg  in on the same net, would be concurrently ensuring that the necessary aircrafi were 

ready. Thus, immediately upon the request being authorized, aircraft could be dispatched. As 

soon as possible, the foward tentacle which had initiated the request would be notified through 

the ASSU radio network that aircraft were on their way, and their estimated time of arri~al.'~ 

Based upon this ETA, coloured smoke tvas often fired by tanks or artilles to indicate the tuget. 

If a VCP was forward in the target area, it could establish radio communications with the strike 

aircraft and talk them ont0 target. If there was no VCP or FCP present, the h y  had to simply 

wait for the expected air stnke. This system gave rise to some misgivings from the Army's point 

of view, since if the aircrafl failed to arrive at the ETA it was not irnmediately clear if this was 

because they were delayed or if the strike had been cancelled outright.0' 

If an FCP was forward in the target area. it could shorten the authorization process and 

improve the communications between the ground fonnations and the aircraft overhead (see 

Figure 6). FCPs could fulfill many of the roles of both the Army/Composite Group headquarters 

and the GCC. Generally. the FCP would CO-locate with the headquarters of the lead or assault 

corps within the Army, and there "listen in" on the calls for impromptu air support fiom the 

Forward tentacles with that corps' lead elements." If the FCP commander, in close consultation 

with the corps commander, heard a request which he considered an appropriate priority, the FCP 

would "step in" and assume control of that request." The FCP, which was also in 

communications with the GCC and al1 flying aircraft in the area, could direct any available 

aircraft to that mission, either by diverting aircrafi already in the air fiom some other mission, or 

by having ready aircraft scrambled fiom a nearby airfield. RAF pilots with the FCP would 





establish communications with the strike aircraft and brief their pilots on the mission over the 

radio. Altematively, FCPs were ofien times given control of a CABRANK circling just behind 

the corps' lead elements. 

General Remarks on the System 

Contemporary British doctrine thus recognized three categories of air attacks in support 

of a land campaign: 

Table L : Doctrinal categones of air support. See the appendices for examples. 

Indirect 
Most interdiction targets and much of 
the work of No. 2 Group fell into this 
category. 

Pre-ananged 

t 
Impromptu 

Pre-arranged attacks were staffed through the normal chain-of-command to the joint air 

staffs at Army/Composite Group and 2 1st Army Group/Znd TAF levels, either as planned parts 

of a major offensive, sometimes weeks ahead of time, or as part the next day's routine operations. 

Direct 
Most routine requests for the next 
day fell into this category, as did the 
elaborate air programmes laid on for 
maior offensives. 

Altematively, impromptu requests could be made on the spot by fiondine cornmanders, through 

the forward tentacles. 

However, pre-arranged and impromptu were not entirely distinct. As the doctrine manual 

- 
Most impromptu requests by forward 
tentacles fell into this category. 

of the time put it, "Every effort should be made to foresee future requirements ... impromptu 

operations c m  ofien be anticipated by the issue of provisional orders on a series of alternative 

I 



targets."" One means of bridging the gap between pre-arranged and impromptu air support was 

the system known as TOBY." Suspected targets would be identified via the normal air planning 

process and given code names. The supported army formation could then request those strikes 

by the code name, and the Air Force would be prepared to launch them with no M e r  details 

required. No missions would be flown until the Army requested them. 

T'lie CABRXNK system was another means of bridging the gap between pre-ananged 

and impromptu air support. CABRANK amounted to a planned allocation of aircrafl to potential 

targets of opportunity. Similarly, a certain portion of 2nd TAF's assets were routinely left 

unallocated, so as to be available for immediate scrarnbliiig in response to impromptu requests. 

Finally, requests for indirect attacks, made through the normal staff machinery, could in 

exceptional circumstances become de facto "impromptu indirect" missions. There are several 

examples on record of urgent requests for attacks on targets in the Geman rear being actioned 

the same day the target become known. For instance on 30 June, during the course of the 

EPSOM offensive, the Army reported that German armour was concentrating in the Villers 

Bocage area, then about a dozen kilometres in the German rear, threatening the Bank of the 

British advance." Headquarters Advanced AEAF huniedly passed a request back to Bomber 

Command, and at 2000 hours of that same day, 232 heavy bombers struck the target 

The lead time for air support thus varied fiom plans h w n  up days or even weeks ahead 

of tirne, to routine requests for air support the next day. The timeliness of response to impromptu 

requests varied as well. A pre-invasion planning document suggested that staffs should expect 

the average wait to be fiom one hou. and 45 minutes to two hours and 45 minutes, but that was 

for UK based aircraft." By some accounts, impromptu requests, if filled fiom within the 



Composite Group's own squadrons, averaged about an hour fiom the application for an air sû-ike 

to the appearance of the aircrafi on target." By other accounts, it could take several hours, unless 

an FCP or VCP was present." At the other extreme, if there was a CABRANK available with an 

FCP or VCP, aircraft could be diverted ont0 the target even more quickly, sometimes within 

minutes. 
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INTERLUDE: THE MACHINES 

Traditionally the RAF may have resisted specialized a i r c d  for providing tactical support 

to ground troops, but by June 1944 2nd TAF found itself with an m y  of machines specifically 

modified for just this role. These included a selection of reconnaissance aircrafl, but for ground 

attack against the German army then: were two categories h t  manered: fightcr-bombers and 

light/medium bomben. 

Fighter Bomben 

Reflecting their hybrid name - and doubtless RAF proclivities - al1 fighter-bomben were 

expected to engage enemy aircrafi in the air, whenever and wherever they should meet them. 

Nevertheless, by June 1944 the RAF fighters of 2nd T M  had al1 been considerably modified to 

maximize their abi lity to strike ground targets. Fighter-bombers had several means of attacking 

ground targets. 

Bombs. Despite not having k e n  designed for it, eventually bombs were fitted to nearly al1 

of the RAFfs fighten. On lighter airframes like the Spitfire, a single 500 pound bomb, or two 250 

pounders, were used. Heavier models like the Typhoon cmied up to two 1000 pound bombs. 

These were sometimes delivered in low level bomb runs, but more commonly by dive bombing, 

notwithstanding the MF's  traditional aversion to dive bombers. Most bombing attacks by Spitfks 

and Typhoons were made in steep dives - 45 to 60 degrees - with release at two to three thousand 

feet, which was far more accurate than conventional bombing.' 



Guns. Fighter strafhg of ground targets had a long history, going back to the First World - 
War. In late 1941 the CIGS, General Sir Alan Brooke, was greatly impressed by a demonstration 

of fighters making a strafing attack on lomed infantry and towed artillery.' By June 1944 the 

technique was well developed, and with 20mm cannon tire, could even tackle armoured vehicles. 

Directcd against columns of trappcd vehicles and their creivs on the nmow and reçtncted Nomm 

roads, strafing was quite probably the most effective form of fighter-bomber attack.' 

Rockets. In June 1944 rockets, or "RP" (rocket projectiles) as they were commonly known, 

were still a comparatively new development. Typhoons were fmt fitted with them in 1943, but by 

the time of the Normandy campaign they were in wide use by 2nd TAF's Typhoon squadrons.' 

Rails were fitted under the aircrafts' wings, and eight rockets were mounted on each Typhoon. The 

3-inch diarnetre rockets used at that time were unguided "fire-and-forget" weapons with a 60 

pound, high explosive/semi-amour piercing warhead.' They were intended for use against tanks, 

and were generaily fued in salvo, d l  eight at once, fiom Typhoons in a 30 degree dive.l More 

recent literature has cast serious doubt upon their accuracy in the anti-tank roie, which required 

pinpoint accmcy, but they seem clearly to have had a tremendous morde effect, especially on the 

crews of columns of vehicles trapped on roads.' 

Overall, there were several critical limitations on the effectiveness of 2nd TM'S fighter- 

bombers. Because of fuel capacities, they al1 had quite limited range, averaging approximately 750 

kilometres, without extemal fuel tanks. This also afkcted the length of tirne that they could remain 

in the air, on either defensive patrol or CABRANK. Considering the retum trip and loiter t h e  over 

the target area, this gave an effective operational radius of littie more than 150 km fiom their 



airfields! Secondly, the fighter-bombers of 1944 were essentially day-light only machines, with 

marginal capacity in the dark. Second TAF's medium bombers did operate in the houn of 

darkness, but the fighter-bornbea did not. Finally, the aircraft of the tirne were incapable of 

operating effectively in fog or cloud, and the weather was ofien poor during the summer of 1944. 

The Spidire was a single-seat, single-engine fighter. The design dated back to the S.6B 

racing plane, which won the prestigious Schneider Trophy in 193 1. Originally conceived as a 

"pure" fighter -- ie designed solely for attacking other aircraft in flight and "dog-fighting" -- the first 

military version made its maiden flight on 5 March 1936? From the first, the Spidire impressed 

everyone with its speed and manoeuvrability , and the Bade of Britain sealed its fame in this regard. 

During the Battle of Normandy, 2nd TAF's compliment of Spitfïres consisted pr imdy of Spitfire 

Mark IXs, and some Mark Vs. The Mk V was the first version specifically modified for use as a 

fighter-bomber, appearing in Febmary 1941 . I o  The Mk IX was onginally conceived as a ternporary 

stop-gap, based upon the Mk V design, until the Mk VI11 which included an ail new engine, could 

begin production in numbers. In the end, however, more Mk K s  were produced than any other 

variant and it formed the back-bone of 2nd TM'S Spitfire force." 



Speed 
374 mph at 13,000 
A 
357 mph at 6,000 A 
408 mph at 25,000 
fi 

Range 1 Fixed d a m e n t  1 Bomb Load 1 
470kles i 8 x .303 M/G; or 1 1 x 500 lbs; or 1 
(clean) 

Table 2: Spitfve Specifications. " 

434 miles 
(clean) 
980 miles 
(tanks) 

Typhoon 

2 x 20mm gun, 4 x ,303 MIG 

The Typhoon was a single-seat, single-engine fighter-bomber. It too began life as a "pure" 

fighter, but unlike the Spidire it was not a success in this role." However, its rugged and heavy 

build proved to be just the ihing for canying the extra ordnance required for the ground attack role, 

and the Typhoon became the backbone of 2nd TM'S ground attack force, specializing in particular 

in canyhg the 3-inch rocket. 

2 x 250 lbs 

2 x 20 mm gun, 4 x ,303 MIG 

1 Mk 1 Speed 

up to 1000 Ibs 

1 IB 1 4i2 rnph at 19,000 

Table 3: Typhoon Specifications14 

Bomb Load 
2 x 1000 lbs; or 
8 x R P  

Range 
5 10 miles 
(loaded) 
980 miles 
(tanks no 
bombs) 

Fixed Annament 
4 x 2Omm gun 



Unlike the fighters, which were considerably modified to become tactical air force fighter- 

bombers, 2nd TAF's medium bombers were relatively unchanged fiom their original fom. No. 2 

Group, where 2nd TAF's medium bombers were held, had been a pre-war RAF formation, and 

entered the 2nd TAF order of banle as an already experienced bomber group. It was generally used 

agiiinst deeper targets than the fighter-bombers, concentrating in particular upon the German lines- 

of-communication and support facilities. Unlike the fighter-bombers, who could bomb. strafe or 

rocket targets, medium bombers had only one weapon -- their bombs. Furthemore, they were less 

agile in the air and were not used in impromptu attacks, CABRANKs, or armed recces as the 

fighter-bombers were. However, their bomb load and range were greater, and they could, and did, 

operate at night. They bombed fiom level flight in more or less the same way that the heavy 

bombers did, although ofien fiom somewhat lower altitudes. which improved their accuracy but 

made them more susceptible to flak. The Mosquito, with its remarkable performance 

characteristics, was an exception to this. and was used in something of a fighter-bomber role. 

Mosquito 

The Mosquito, a two-seat, twin engine machine, is generally considered one of the 

outstanding British aircraft of the war." Using a unique wooden body design, it had outstanding 

speed and manoeuvrability, combined with a greater load carrying capacity than a fighter-bomber. 

The Mosquito was also versatile. Aside h m  reconnaissance variants, Mosquito VIS were used as 



light bomben by No. 2 Group, and Mosquito XII1 and XXXs were used as fighter-bomben by No. 

miles 
(loaded 
1,705 
miles 
(tanks) 

R a ~ e  
1,205 

Mk 
1 

VI 

XXX 434 miles 
(c iean) 
980 miles 
(tanks) 

Speed 
380 rnph at 1 3,000 

408 mph at 25,000 

Fixed Annament 
4 r 20mm gun, 
4 x ,303 WG 

Bomb Load 
4 x 500 lbs 

4 x 500 lbs 

Table 4: Mosquito Specifi~ations'~ 

Boston 

The Boston was a four-man, two engine, medium bomber, produced in the United States. 

The fust Bostons were shipped to the UK in 194 1, entering service with No. 2 Group squadrons 

that year. Upon the formation of 2nd TAF, and No. 2 Group's assignment to this new force, they 

continued in service up to the end of the war, serving with a third of No. 2 Group's squadrom. 

Table 5: Boston ~pecifications" 

Bomb Load 
2000 lbs 

Fixed Annament 
6 x .303 M/G 

Range 
1,020 
miles 
(bombs) 

Mk 
III 

i 

Speed 
304 mph at 13,000 
ft 
205 mph cruising 



Mitchell 

Like the Boston, the Mitchell was an American import. A five-man, two engine, medium 

bomber, it first gained fame on 1 8 Apnl 1 942, w hen General Doolittie lead a force of Mitchells 

fiom the US aircraft carrier Hornet in a daylight raid on Japan. Mitchells served with six of No. 2 

Group's twelva squadrons. 

Table 6: Mitchell ~pecifications" 

1 . . Gooderson, Air Power at the Battlefiont, p 7 1 . 

Mk 
II 

2.. Arthur Bryant, The Turn of the Tide 193943: A Study Based on the Diaries und 
A utobiographical Notes of Field Murshal The Viscount Alanbrooke, F. G. O. M. (London: Col lins, 
1957), p 237. 

Speed 
'292mphat15.000 

A 
2 10 cruising 

3.. Alfred Price "The 3-in Rocket" (RAF Quarterly. Surnrner 1975, pp 127-13 l),, p 130. 

Bomb toad 
6000 lbs 

Range - 
1,635 
miles 
(1/2 load) 
950 miles 
(max load) 

4.. Christopher Shores, Ground Attack Aireraft of World Wur II, p 1 1 1. 

Fixed Annament 
6 x .50 M/G 

6.. Ibid. 

7.. See in particular Gooderson, Airpower at the Batfiefiont, pp 75-76 & Chapter 5, although 
the issue was first raised as early as 1975 by Price, ibid. 

8.. Gooderson, Airpower ut the Buttlefiont, p 64. 



9.. Owen Thetford, Aircrufi of the Royal Air Force Since 1918 (London: Putnarn & Company, 
1979 edition) p 48 1.  

10.. Ibid, p 483. 

1 1 .. Bill Sweetman "Spitfire" The Great Book of World War II Airplanes (New York: Wing and 
Anchor Press, 1984) pp 269-3 16, p 29 1. 

12.. Thetford. Aircrafr ofthe Royal Air Force Since 19 18, p 489. 

13.. See for instance, Chaz Bowyer, Arthur Reed & Roland Beamont, Mosquito Typhoon 
Tempest at War (London: The Promotional Reprint Company, 1997) p 170, or Gooderson p 59. 

14.. Thedord, Aircru8 of the Roycrl Air Force Since 191 8, p 3 52. 

16.. Ibid, p 202. 

18.. Ibid, p 420. 



CHAPTER THREE: PROBLEMS 

Although 2nd TAF represented an elaborate organization specifically dedicated to army 

support, throughout the Normandy campaign the relationship between the Army and RAF was 

strauied and often contentious. The rocky relationship of course dated back to the inter-war years, 

and it centred first of al1 around the old issue of command relationships. General misgivings with 

command arrangements were furthet poisoned during the campaign by various instances of 

bombing short and mistaken air attack of fnendly troops. However, beyond those specific issues, 

there was a generd Army cornplaint that the RAF was too slow and unresponsive to requests for 

support, if not downright stinting. 

Command Arrangements 

Second TAF came under Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Air Forces (AEAF), command 

of which had been given to Air Chief Marshal Leigh-Mallory. The AEAF came directly under the 

Supreme Commander for OVERLORD, General Eisenhower. However, as can be imrnediately 

seen in Figure 2 @ 24), while Leigh-Mallory served as the overall air commander for 

OVERLORD, there was no overall ground forces commander, other than the Supreme Commander 

himself. 

Further complicating al1 of this, although he was air commander for the invasion and 

subsequent continental campaign, Leigh-Mallory did not control al1 of the available air forces. 

Control of the heavy bombers, as "strategic forces" was not given to Leigh-Mallory. Any requests 



for their support, or coordination of their and the OVERLORD forces' efforts, had to be arranged 

through Air Staff channels, via both British and American national command elements. Air Chief 

Marshal Tedder, was appointed as Deputy Supreme Commander under Eisenhower, with special 

responsibility for just this issue.' 

A final wrinkle was added by a series of temporary arrangements for the immediate 

purposes of the inmsion itself. It !vas quite naturally felt thaf for the assault phase of OVEEUORD, 

especially while operations consisted only of five narrow beaches and three airborne divisions, 

there m u t  be one single ground commander. Therefore, for the b s t  phase of OVERLORD, 

Montgomery was appointed the ovedl  ground forces commander, directly subordinate to 

Eisenhower, a role he subsequently held until 1 September. In a similar fashion. the entire AEAF 

headquarters was considered too unwieldy for amphibious operations, so Coningham was 

designated the commander of "Advanced AEAF". a role he held until5 ~ugust.' Further down the 

chain-of-command, No. 84 Group's squadrons were initially put under the control of headquarters 

No. 83 Group, as 2nd British Amy (the formation paired with No. 83 Group) was the assault Anny 

within 21st Army Group, headquarters I st Canadian Army not becoming operational until23 July. 

Given the communications limitations the Allies faced in 1944, and the inherent awkwardness of an 

amphibious invasion, some jury-rigghg of corruwnd arrangements was certauily unavoidable. 

However, these inherent difficulties were compounded by both the bitter inter-service rivairies 

outlined in chapter one, and also by some bitter personality clashes between key commanders. 

ûrganization charts of command arrangements often seem dry and lifeless, but they reflect two 

crucial underlying factors: doctrinal d e s  and personal relationships. Having outlined the often 

intense debate over doctrinal roles, it is appropriate now to tum to the actual personalities involved. 



Comrnand Disagreements 

The key penonai relationship affecting British and Commonwealth air power in the 

Normandy campaign was that between Montgomery and Coningham. As the commanders of 21 st 

A m y  Group and 2nd T M  respectively, theirs were the two headquartea specificaily paired under 

the joint command doctrine. Initially they were also opposite numbers as the acting overall ground 

commander and the acting overall air commander. This rnight therefore be thought a balanced 

syrnmetry. The doctrine of joint command required an "intimate" relationship between the gmund 

and air commanders, a sentiment that had been often stressed since the creation of the first tactical 

air force in the deserts of North Africa. Montgomery himself wrote in 1943: 

Arrny plus Air ... has to be so knitted that the two together fom one entity. 
... the Army and Air Stafimust sit together at the same headquartea. There must be 
between them complete muhial confidence and trust. ... My headquarters and the 
headquarters of the Air Support Force must be together. ... That mutual confidence and 
tmt, starting with the Air Vice-Manhal and myself, must go nght down3 

However, Montgomery was conscious that, for whatever reasons, in the months before D-Day there 

was "a definite gulf in England between the Amies and their supporting air forces" as he put it 

himself? On 4 May he went so far as to release a statement to his army commandea stressing that: 

1 feel very strongly on the whole matter [of ArmylAir cooperation], and 1 know that we can 
achieve no real success unless each A m y  and its accompanying Air Force can weld 
themselves into one entity. The two HQ have got to set themselves dom side by side, and 
work together as one team; that is the only way.' 

Unfomuiately, Montgomery honoured this philosophy more ofien in word than deed. Even 

while penning letters such as the above, he had not CO-located his own heaâquarters with his Air 

Force opposite number. Coninghem recalled: 



The C-in-C 21 Army Group Montgomery] was located at Fort Southwick, near 
Portsmouth; the Air C-in-C [Leigh-Mallory] was located at Stanmore; my Headquarters 
was at Uxbridge, though 1 stayed with the Army Group Commander at certain important 
penodsO6 

The administrative difficulties of siting both headquarten at one location may account for 

this, but it nevertheless presaged a real breakdown in the relations between Montgomery and 

Coningham, relations which had previously been close. Terraine dates this breakdown fiom 

Second Alamein in North Afnca, when Coningham cnticized Montgomery for an over-cautious 

pursuit of the retreating Germans: "The breakdown of relations between the soldier and the air 

marshals, which would have such evil consequences in 1944, seems clearly to date nom the 

fiutrations of this period."' 

D'Este stresses another and less flattering explanation for the rift that opened up between the 

two senior commanders; Coningharn was an ambitious and ruthless man who believed that 

Montgomery had "stolen" al1 of the recognition for the desert victories: 

In the desert the two men had worked in close harmony, living side by side in caravans and 
closely coordinathg air-ground actions. When Montgomery gained fame and massive 
publicity for his victory over Rommel the ambitious Coningham felt slighted and fTom that 
tirne forth relations detenorated to the point where Montgomery in Normandy wouid 
deliberately bypass Coningham; this only intensified their bad relations as the fnistrated air 
marsha1 constantly criticized Montgomery's actions.' 

Montgomery reciprocated these feelings, writing to Brooke just as the Normandy campaign wound 

up: 

Coningham is violently anti-army and is disliked and despised by al1 soldien; my army 
commanders mistrust hVn and never want to see him ... For my part 1 am very distressed 
about the air set-up? 



It is unclear who was the more at fault in this dispute."' Certainly Montgomery was a 

notorious publicity seeker with a sizeable ego, which put off others besides Coningham; Tedder too 

was no Giend of Montgomery's." Like Terraine, D'Este dates this friction from the pursuit after 

Alamein and concludes that Montgomery resented being given advice by Tedder.I2 Neither did 

Montgomery hel p matters any by deli beratel y b y-passing Conlligharn and dealing direct1 y with 

Leigli-Mailory on issues conceming die stmtegic bombers, and directly aith Air Vice-Marshd 

Broadhurst on tactical matters." For his part, Air Vice-Marshal Broadhurst, who apparently 

managed to establish a very good working relationship with both his opposite number, Lieutenant 

General Dempsey comrnanding 2nd British h y ,  and Montgomery, felt himself caught between 

Coningham and Montgomery in a personal grudge that damaged the war effort.'' 

Yet this was not the only personality clash bedeviling the higher direction of the air war. 

Conlligham disapproved of Air Vice Marshal Brown, who comrnanded 84 Group, on the grounds 

that he was too subservient to the Army." Tedder disliked both Coningham, who he at l es t  

respected,16 and Leigh-Mallory, confiding to al1 the world in his mernoin that: "Leigh-Mallory, 

though earnest, zealous and brave, did not inspire confidence as Commander of the Allied 

Expeditionary Air Forces. "" Leigh-Mallory, in tum, believed that the h iemhy of the RAF, in the 

particular fonn of Tedder and Coningham, was not applying itself properly to the battle, and that 

only he was determiwd to give the Army the air support it deserved. On 8 July he recorded in his 

ciiaiy : 

The policy of double-dealing [by Tedder and Coningham], the effect of which has been to 
deny the Army what it wanted in the field, has faiied. Monty wishes to deal in fiiture direct 
with me, and we have told Eisenhower so ... If he [Coningham] does not like the situation, 
he will have to clear out. If Tedder does not like it, then he or 1 will go. My mind is now 
Mly made up. Either I am to be allowed to direct, if necessary, the whole Air Forces 
available to the full and immediate support of the Amy, or 1 shall resign on that issue.'8 



In the second half of July Tedder actuaily fomented a plot to try and have Montgomery 

removed, a prospect Coningham fully supported.19 But in the end, Brown was the only casualty, 

fmd by Coningham d e r  the Normandy campaign. Leigh-Mallory never did resign, and neither 

did Tedder. The whole system just limped dong, bruised egos and bad blood poisoning armylair 

cooperation for the duration of the campaign. 

Bombing Short 

Another issue poisoning relations was Air Force bombing short and causing Allied 

casudties. This was a well documented problem, and it made the RAF demonsûably unwilling to 

take on targets too near the fiont line." Paradoxically, reluctance to accept targets often M e r  

aggravated the A m y ' s  perception of RAF uncooperativeness. A sense of the Army's aggravation 

over what they considered the RAF's laxness with Allied troops' own safety is conveyed by an 

indignant message fiom 1 st Canadian Army tu Montgomery's headquartea. In it, the I st Canadian 

Amy Chief of Staff pemnally complained that their troops had just picked up a downed RAF 

pilot, one Flying Officer Clayton, who, upon questionhg was found to "NûT know b~rnbl iw."~~ 

This, the message went on, "does not seem justifiable in any circumstance and particularly after 

yesterdays DEBACLE."" 

Accusations fiom the Amiy 

However, heated as the persooal fictions at the highest levels were, and dramatic as the 

-64- 



bornbing short issue could be, these were not the chef cornplaints fkom many in the Army. Only a 

year &r the war, Major General C.C. Mann, who as a Brigadier had been the very same Chief of 

Staff at 1 st Canadian Army headquarters who had sent the Flying Officer Clayton message cited 

above, made a striking and surprisingly blunt accusation. 

1 am convinced that ... this conception - that war like operations can be conducted with 
maximum efficiency under a systern of Joint Command at this level - is unsound.. .u 

Mann strongly believed that the nature of the co-equal cornand relationship between the paired 

anny and RAF headquarters was unworkable. 

While, in the main, the events of the campaign bear out the wisdom of the d o c t ~ e  [of air 
support], nevertheless they disclosed, beyond al1 doubt, certain serious weaknesses. These 
weaknesses can be grouped under the heading "Human Factors". This is the fidamental 
problem. It is inevitable in the field of hurnan relations that Commanders on parallel levels 
will be inclined to support their own conception as to the way in which they should employ 
the forces under their command, in giving effect to a combined plad4 

Interestingly, the US Army had the same misgivings about their similar command 

arrangements for air support. As Lee Kemett has noted, to the h y ,  "the 'CO-equal' principle 

seemed debilitating".?' In 1943 the US Army had argued that: "The ability to sûike one great blow 

with al1 available means requires quick decision, accurate timing, and prompt execution; it is the 

ultimate function of command, not of cooperati~n."~~ At about the same tirne that Mann was 

making his pst-war accusations, the US Brigadier General T.S. Timbernan stated: "As a 

fundamental military command arrangement, cwperation c m  be a dangerous thing ... We are 

afhid of it."" 

These accusations were not mere carping d e r  the fact. Indeed, in the rnidst of some of the 

worst fighting of the Normandy campaign, Mann had been sutficiently upset to take the time to pen 

a long mernorandun to Lieutenant General H.D.G. Crerar, his A m y  commander. It is wortb 



quoting portions of this at length. 

The situation as it stands at present makes it quite impossible to expect that there can be any 
h[eav]y or effective air attacks within a matter of several h[ou]a, to say the least, which 
require resources beyond those within the capacity of the Tac[tical] G[rou]p supporthg the 
A m y  concemed." 

Mann was especially disturbed by a particular air support request which he outlined in great 

detail. In the end, the RAF had declined to fil1 it. Mann considered this unacceptable. 

It is analogous [the RAF's treatment of his air support request], in my opinion, to a 
hypothetical case where the CCRA of a Corps [ie the corps artillery commander], having 
been told by his Commander, or by the Chief of Staff of a Corps, to deliver hamsing fue or 
concentrations at certain places and certain times which are within the capabilities of the 
artil1ery:- 

(a) Then queries and argues the necessity of the proposed attacks. and 

(b) Defers taking action whilst awaiting M e r  argument in co~ect ion with his 
own views regarding (a) above, until the opportunity for the attack is either: 
(i) Passed, or 
(ii) So closely limited by time factors that the weather and its vagaries 

will in ail probability make it impossible to deliver the attack any 
way. 

In my opinion, the action of the ground forces is sabotaged, rather than supported, by the 
present practice of the Tactical Group with whom we have been c~operating.'~ 

Ody the day after Mann wrote this broadside, a similar incident occurred, serious enough to 

precipitate f o d  recriminations back and forth. At 3:45 in the aftemoon, 4 Canadian Infantry 

brigade originated a request for air attack on German tanks in a wood near the village of Mesnil. 

The request then went through a series of disputes, eventually king cancelled some two and half 

hours after king requested. Second Canadian Corps headquarters went to the effort of drawing up 

a detailed chronology of who had told what to whom, h m  the first request from 4 Brigade at 

" 1545 hrs" to " 1 8 10 brs" when " Army advised receipt of message cancelling atta~k."'~ In fact, 



subsequent investigation revealed that aucraft had k e n  allocated to the mission, but that the 

leading aircraft had crashed on take-off, blochg the airfield and ultimately forcing the cancellation 

of the mission." Nevertheless, that such an unfortunate incident could spark such bitter 

recrirninations through official channels speaks volumes about the level of trust and confidence 

between the two services. 

The issue of timeliness -- or perhaps more accurately responsivemss- getting ciose support 

air attacks on target as quickly as possible &er Army request - has dominated consideration of the 

tactical air support issue from the very start. It was the issue that initially &ove the Wann-Woodall 

system for close support and it was the issue that was central to cornplaints fiom the Army about air 

support during the campaign, the most vociferous example k ing  Brigadier Mann's accusations. 

Indeed, the timeliness issue has dominated the historiography of the issue down to the present day. 

Many commentators have discussed it, in tones generally disapproving of the RAF." Most recently 

Ian Gooderson, in his analysis of Allied tactical air power, had this to Say: 

The British system proved very successful in processing pre-planned air-support strikes, but 
the more difficult test was how quickiy air support could be provided in response to 
impromptu requests fiom forward troops, where speed was vitally important. In this 
respect, both in Italy and in the early stages of the campaign in North-West Europe, the 
process was simply not fast en0~g.h.'~ 

Consideration 

Are these accusations ihat 2nd TAF's air support was uncooperative and stinting, or at least 

not responsive, justified? First of dl ,  this whole discussion poses an obvious question: just how 

fast was the response to army requests for air support? As we have seen, response t h e  varied 



widely, but a cornprehensive answer would include: 

Routine pre-arcaaged missions were generally set out the evening before. 

Impromptu requests varied depending on the priority of the requesting Army unit 

and circumstances. In the general run of things, a response that was filled from 

within the Composite Group's own resources (ie a fighter-bomber mission) took 

;in hour or hvo ta fill, if it t c m  decided to fil1 it. 

If a CABRANK with appropriate forward control was available, the response 

could be within minutes. 

It is not clezu that this is such a poor performance. Indeed, in the case of CABRAM(s with 

a VCP or FCP forward, response fiom the air could be faster than the guns. Admittedl y, 

CABRANKs were the exception rather than the rule, but CABRANKs were an extremely costly 

means of employing air p~wer.'~ Normally, a CABRANK consisted of at least four TYPHOONs, 

sometimes a whole squadron. Given loiter time, flying time, reloading and refbeling time, to keep 

just one CABRAM( filled generally required an entire wing of TYPHOON squadrons. There were 

only six TYPHOON wings in al1 of 2nd TAF. So CAB- were reserved for when they were 

really needed - those comparatively rare cases when immediate close support really was essential? 

It was used sparingly, but it was available when necessary. 

So what can be said about the Army cnticisms of Air Force responsiveness? It wouid be 

tempting to conclude straight off that these Army/RAF problems were a hangover Crom the pre-war 

inter-service rivalry, which had thoroughly poisoned relations between the two services. At the 

tirne, this was certainly the Mew of the A m y  in generai and Brigadier Mann in pariicular. Since 

then, many historians have maintained that the primary motive behind the alleged RAF 



incnuisigence was fear of coming under Army domination, and desire to stress the RAF's 

independence." Indeed, Mann argwd that the RAF hierarchy relieved Air Vice Marshal Brown 

from command of No. 84 Group for king too "subservient" to the army." 

This view would be too simple. It is dificult at best to peer into the min& of men long 

dead and discem theû personal motives. Whatever those motives may have ken ,  persona1 

acrimonies should not be dlowed to obscure the fact that there was a substantive intellectmi 

dispute. Reflecting a theme that stretched at least back to Slessor's publication of Air Power and 

Armies in 1936, the RAF was genuinely concemed to ensure that its air power was centraiized for 

concerted blows, rather than " p e ~ y  packeted out" to every anny formation dong the length of the 

front. Thus, the RAF preferred not to fann out al1 of their resources to a CABRANK for every 

division or corps. 

Furthemore. it has to be asked, why would an Anny suddeniy need air support of a weight 

"beyond ... the capacity of the Tac[tical] G[rou]p supporthg the Army c~ncemed.~'"? Presurnably 

only in the event of an unexpected, very large scale, enemy offensive manoeuvre. Does that really 

describe the requests Brigadier Mann was complaining about? As we shall see in the next chapter, 

on those occasions when there really was such a sudden great need, 2nd TAF's resources were 

indeed quickly c~ncentrated?~ 

The debate, then, r d l y  hinges on the issue of the desired function for tactical air power. 

Was it meant to be, in essence, additional fire support for the foiward troops, a supplement to the 

artillery? In that case timeliness of response would be critical. Or was it meant to deny the 

Germans fi=eedom of manoeuvre and subject them to a grim attrition? Altematively, the doctri.mil 

intent codd have been to disrupt higher level Gemuui plans and intentions. In either of the latter 



two cases, timeliness of response would be far less critical; indeed in those cases the priority of 

effort would be far behind the Gerrnan lines. So what was the intended doctrine? 

Air Support Doctrine 

As èarly is March 1943, Air Marslial Barratt, as AOC-in-C Army Cooperation Command, 

wrote: 

It was considered of the greatest importance that air action should be concentrated on 
objectives vital to the ground operations and this could be achieved by careful selection [of 
targets] based upon a clear air plan of campaign." 

Not surprisingly, given RAF attitudes, air support doctrine in 1944, such as it was, stressed 

the importance of central and independent conml of air power, so as to be able to strike at the 

decisive points. The key doctrinal manual of the tirne, Army/Air Operotions (1) Generai Principles 

and Organization, stated: "The air effort will be concentrated on a vital target at the decisive point. 

The tendency to fntter away the effort on relatively unimportant targets must be stemly re~isted."'~ 

In the sarne vein, ArmyIAir Operations (2) Direct Support added: 

The temptation to abuse the flexibility of air power by attacking targets that may appear to 
be favourable, but which in fact are not vital to the battie, must be resisted; otherwise the 
forces available may be dissipated and not used to the best advantage of the operation as a 
whole. The maximum effort must be concentrated at the decisive place." 

What is perhaps surprising is that this doctrine had been produced, not by the RAF or the Air 

Ministry, but by the War O f f i ~ e . ~  in fact, the principal author and editor of the above two 

quotations was an Amiy officer? 

Other A m y  records evince an understanding of this concept. For instance, a document 

expressing the air support policy for 1 st Canadian Army stated that: 



Air Support will be employed to full extent available to harass and destroy the enemy on the 
Army fiont in depth behind his finvard localities provided that targets will NOT be 
engaged by air where they can effectively be engaged by artillery? 

The policy goes on to list, in order of priority, five types of targets for air attack: enemy 

headquarters; bridges; enemy concentrations "of suficient strength to warrant attack"; enemy 

logistic facilities, which "will be attacked on a comprehensive plan"; and only lady enemy guns 

and defensive works, which "may be engaged subject to the forgoing  limitation^]."^' In other 

words, the Canadian Army understood, at least in print, that immediate support of al1 army troops 

dong the length of the front was not rneant to be the primary role of air support. 

Indeed, Montgomery himself said much the same thing after Alamein: 

Nothing could be more fatal to successful results than to dissipate the air resources into 
small packets placed under the command of the h y  formation comrnandea with each 
packet working on its own plan. ... concentrated use of the air striking-force is a battle 
factor of the first importance.'" 

Viewed this way, the argument about command arrangements for air power rather mirrors 

the army's own pre-war intemal arguments over the correct comrnand grouping for tanks - 
concentrated in armoured formations in the fashion of the Geman panzer divisions, or distributed 

evenly throughout the army in "infantry ~upport"?."~ Perhaps an even more direct andogy is to the 

artillery - concentrated under a formation level "Commander Corps Royal Artillery" (CCRA) as 

the Army eventually learned to do, or distributed amongst units on the basis of traditional 

affiliati~ns?~ 

That king the case, just how did 2nd TAF distribute its air power? Did it attempt to utilize 

its independence of command to concentrate air power in decisive ways? How long âid it actually 

take to concentrate air power when really necessary? Or, more pertinent to the history of doctrinal 

development, what did the various xhools of thought think about those issues? Let us review how, 



in tact, 2nd TM was employed throughout the campaign. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: OPEUTIONAL HISTORY 

The histocy of the Normandy landings and the subsequent campaign is well known.' 

Suffice it to Say that after considerable strategic debate, the Anglo-American leadership f d l y  

resolved to dedicate maximum effort to a direct attack upon Nazi-held Europe. However, after the 

initial assault over the kaches - which with only one exception proved far less costiy and dificult 

than feared - the campaign quickly bogged down. Air support came to be ever more heavily relied 

upon to break the stalernate, with even the heavy bombers eventually used in a close support role. 

Air power was also significant in halting the only major German counter-offensive of the 

carnpaign, around Mortain. Evennially, the German line collapsed, and the bulk of the German 7th 

Army was destroyed in the rout fiom the Falaise pocket, a rout in which air power played a 

prominent part in harrying the Germans. 

English Channel 

Map 1 : Operation OVERLORD initiai objectives/ 



The invasion, for which the overall code name was OVERLORD, began with an 

amphibious landing on the Normandy Coast. This phase was known as Operation NEPTUNE, and 

the initial objective was "to secure a lodgement area dong the general line CAEN-BAYEUX- 

CARENTAN-CHERBOURG."' By June 1944 the Anglo-Amencan forces had already fought and 

won the battle for control of western Europe's skies. This came largely as a consequence of the 

strategic bombing offensive against Gemany. which had exhausted the once mighty Luftwaffe, but 

corne D-Day the tactical air forces benefited in full measure.' That fact was not, however, Mly 

appreciated at the tirne. Or at least, it was not taken for granted; the initial Allied concem with air 

planning for D-Day lay primarily with air defence. The "Over Al1 Air Plan" for NEPTUNE listed, 

in order of priority, six principal air tasks for the assault phase4: 

1 ) Air superiority; 
2) Reconnaissance; 
3) Disrupting enemy lines of communication; 
4) Supporting A m y  troops; 
5) Attacking any enemy naval threats; and 
6) Airlift of auborne forces. 

Reflecting these priorities. the planning for D-Day allocated considerable force to the air superiority 

role. From 0430 hours on D-Day, no less than L O fighter squadrons maintained continuous beach 

cover at all times; a M e r  six squadrons patrolled continuously over the shipping lanes in the 

Chanx~el.~ For the Ailied Expeditionary Air Forces overail, the squadrons were allocated6: 

Beach Cover 54 Squadrons 
Channel Cover 15 Squadrons 
Direct Air Support 36 Squadrons 
Offensive Air Support 33 Squadrons 
Escort to Airborne Operations 33 Squadrom 

The fighter squadrons tasked with channel and beach cover were ordered to remah in 

circuits at their wigned stations rather than to range inland, even in the absence of any German 



opposition.' Generally speaking, there was no opposition fiom the Luftwaffe, which had only 3 19 

aircraft available to face the over eleven thousand the Allies could muter.' The Operations Record 

Book of one of 2nd TAF's Spitfire squadrons recorded of D-Day that: 

We were doomed to disappointment as far as enemy aircmft opposition went. The 
squadron camied out four patrols between dawn and dusk and not a thing was sighted in the 
air except apparent thousands of Allied aircraft al1 making their way towards Hitler's 
European Fortress. Rehimuig pilots report that the Channel seems to be fui1 of sea going 
rraft of dl shapes and sizes? 

Obviously none of the elaborate 2nd TAF control machinery, described in chapter two 

above, was initially ûvailable on the shore. So at first the aircraft were controlled fiom ships in the 

channel. Staff teams fiom headquarters 2nd TAF and No. 83 Group were placed on the various 

cornand ships, and several "Fighter Direction Tenders" were fitted out to fulfill the role of the 

GcCs.l0 coningha.cn and the main body of 2nd TAF's headquarters were located at the "Combined 

Control Centre", located at Uxbridge so as to utilize the ehborate but static RAF cornmand and 

control facilities there." However, no tirne was wasted getting 2nd TAFts control machinery 

shore; 483 GCC fiom No. 83 Group was actually landed and operating by nightfall6 .lune.'' 

With the essentially defensive role of the vast fighter urnbrella absorbing the better part of 

the two composite groupst resources, most of 2nd TAF's interdiction effort fell to the medium 

bombers of No. 2 Group. To quote the No. 2 Group operations order for D-Day: 

intention: To cause maximum delay to the movement by road and rail by enemy forces at 
night in the area prescribed. 

General Plan: Al1 Mitchell and Mosquito squadrons in the Group will be used, throughout 
the hours of darkness, to delay enemy road movements in the following inclusive areas: 
Lessay-Caen-Lisiew-~rgentan-Domfort~Fougè~s-~mches.'~ 

Many of these missions were planneci ahead of the ,  but some were also impromptu. For 

instance, on 1 1 June the Amy requested an attack upon a concentration of fwl tankers in the rail 



yard at Châtellerault. Nine Mosquitos were dispatched and struck the target at about ten thirty in 

the evening that sarne day.I4 in general, No. 2 Group spent the first nights of the campaign flying 

missions against rail and rond choke points across the Normandy area." 

After the initial assault phase had successfully consolidated a lodgement, the overall air plan 

envisioned a change in the priorities to five air tasks16: 

I ) i\ir S U P ~ O ~  ty ; 
2) Delaying the arriva1 of enemy reserves and reinforcements; 
3) Direct support to Army troops; 
4) Airlifi for airborne operations; and 
5) Other air transport. 

The Overall Au Plan also noted, however, that "A task of major importance will be continua1 air 

attacks against key points in the enemy's rail communications leading into the lodgement area ... 

[and that] enerny road movements . .. will be continually harassed." l7 In large part this 

responsibility fell to the medium bombers of No. 2 Group, who nightly attacked bridges, road and 

rail choke points, across the whole fiont. 

Closer to the fiont, the fighter-bombers of the composite groups concentrated upon 

interdicting German panzer forces in the immediate battle zone. Undoubtedly, their most famous 

success was the story of the Panzer Lehr division's journey forward on 7 June. Attempting to move 

fiom the Chartres area to the Seulles Valley to block XXX Corps' thnist towards Villers-Bocage, 

losses to air attack cost Panzer Lehr more than 1 30 trucks and fitel tankers, five tanks, and 84 self- 

propelled guns, half-tracks, and prime movers." 

Car10 D'Este described Panzer Lehfs losses to a i .  attack on 7 June as  "typical", but this is 

not so. in fact, as early as 8 June the Air Commander-in-Chief himself, Air Chief Marshal Leigh- 

Mallory, admitted that his plan to prevent the movement forward of the immediate Ge- reserves 



had failed. Accordhg to the minutes of the Allied Air Commanderd Conference of 8 lune: 

... the Air Commander-in-Chief, giving an appreciation of the situation, admitted that the 
plan to hinder initial moves of enemy reserve divisions by the creation of choke points had 
failed owing to bad weather. The move of [German] inmediate reserves into the tactical 
area was almost complete.19 

Another incident early in the campaign did demonstrate, however, how quickly and 

effectively 2nd TAF's air power could be concentrated. On the evening of 9 June, ULTRA 

decrypts of German communications pinpointed the headquartea of Panzer Group West at La 

Caine chateau by Thury-Harcourt, some 20 kilometres south of Caen." This headquartea, under 

the command of General von Schweppenberg, was being watched closely by Allied intelligence, 

for it had been held at Paris to move forward to assume cornmand of ail available panzer forces for 

a decisive German counter-attack against the Allied landing, where ever that should corne. A quick 

air reconnaissance reveded the signals trucks and office caravans of the headquartea parked in an 

orchard, unprotected tnd uncarnoflaged. Second TM quickly mounted a maximum effort strike 

and on 10 June a total 40 Typhoons fiom No. 83 Group, and then 6 1 Mitchells from No. 2 Group, 

attacked the target." The German headquarters was devastated, eighteen staff officers were killed 

outright, including the chief ofstaff, and von Schweppenburg himself was badly injured. The 

headquariers was so badly shattered that its remains were withdrawn to paris.'' 

Having beaten off the immediate Gemüin counter-attacks, the five beaches were 

consolidated into one beachhead within a week, and 2nd TAF wasted no time in getting as many as 

possible of its elernents established on shore. On 7 June, the first servicing commandos and 

construction wings had landed and begun the construction of airfields in the still fledgling 

beachhead.* Work proceeded despite Gemuui sheiling, and two days later the fkst RAF a i r c d  

since 1940 landed on a continental airfield." They did not stay, however, remaining only long 



enough to refuel and retum to theù UK bases." By 30 June 1 1 airfields had k e n  hewn out of the 

Norman soil, with work begun on a M e r  two? However, because it took ten airfieids to house 

each composite group, only No. 83 Group could be quickly moved to the continent." No. 84 

Group remained stuck operating fiom UK based stations for some time. 

Despite the initial success at establishing the beachhead the carnpaign quickly bogged 

down, many first day objectives still in German hands after several weeks of bitter figl~ting.~' But 

German ambitions too had been htrated. Initially, Rommel wanted an immediate counter-attack 

with a decisive concentration of panzer divisions. However, he could not do so - in part because of 

the destruction of headquartea Panzer Group West on 10 June - and the pressure of the Allied 

attacks forced him to commit his m o u .  piecemeal just to hold the line. Another week of hard 

fighting found the Anglo-American armies still bottled up and, in many cases, still short of their 

initial objectives for D-Day itself. 

Operation EPSOM, 26 June 

The most infamous of those still uncaphued D-Day objectives was Caen, stubbornîy defended by 

elements of six panzer divisions. In these circumstances, Generai Montgomery, commanding 2 1st 

A m y  Group, launched Operation EPSOM on 26 June, with the intent of driving past Caen on the 

west Bank. Chronically bad weather plagued EPSOM, effectively preventing the participation of 

al1 aircrafi based in Britaid9 This forced the cancellation of what wouid have been the Iirst use of 

heavy bomben in a tactical role, it having k e n  planned to use Bomber Commanâ to strike around 

Villers-Bocage on the night of 25/26 June to protect the offensive's flanks. Despite the bad 
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weather, on 26 June No. 83 Group, now working fiom hurriedly improvised airfields on the 

continent itself, managed to fly 1 14 anned recce, 97 dive bombing and 2 1 TadR sorties in the 

battle area." The ground fighting was bitter, the German defenders resisting strongly. 

Nevertheless, on 27 June No. 83 Group's fighter-bombers succeeded in striking a German 

headquarters and concentration of panzers at Carpiquet airfield." 

The Germans' responded to EPSOM with one of theu largest armoured counier-attacks of 

the carnpaign. On 29 June 9th and 10th SS Panzer Divisions attacked into EPSOM'S western flank, 

which prompted 2nd British Amy to cal1 on No. 83 Group to attack leading elements of the 

concentrating German armour." SS General Hausser later related how the panzers' counter-attack 

"was scheduled to begin at seven o'clock in the moming but hardly had the tanks assembled when 

they were attacked by fighter-bombers. This disnipted the troops so much that the attack did not 

start again till two-thirty in the afterno~n."'~ 

Finally, on 30 June the weather improved, and for the first tirne Bomber Cornrnand's heavy 

bomben were used for direct intervention in the battle, a technique that would later become 

controversial. At 2000 hours on 30 June, 1,100 tons of bornbs were dropped in daylight on a 

concentration of German armour assembling by Villen-~ocage." 

In part because of these air actions, the panzers' attacks f ~ l e d  to punch through the British 

lines, although thek efforts did bring EPSOM to a halt. The operation was broken off on 1 July, 

and 2 1st Anny Group licked its wounds for the next week. The Gemans, meanwhile, began to 

reorganize their defences in the hopes of extracting the precious panzer formations fiom the line to 

form a mobile reserve.f5 For a t h e ,  therek, the &ont moved very little, and 2nd TAFts 

operations concentrated upon attempts to interdict the German troop shutmig.f6 



Operation CHARNWOOD, 8 July 

The next big effort was Operation CHARNWOOD, another drive on Caen. The full garnut 

of air support was laid on, from the fighter-bombers of the Composite groups and No. 2 Group's 

medium bombers, to heavy support fiom Bomber Command. The air plan called for 2nd TAF's 

oun rcsources to amck German positions just in front of the attacking troops m the mtud offensive 

kicked off, while the heavies from Bomber Command would strike the leading edges of Caen itself 

the day before." On the late evening of 7 July 467 heavy bombers attacked under ideal conditions, 

devastating the target box with 2,300 tons of b~rnbs.~' In open ground within the box, the craters 

were practically contiguous; with only one exception al1 roads to Caen through the target area were 

completely blocked." 

The heavies' strike on Caen remains controversial to this day. While Caen was certainly 

heavily damaged very probably the German defences of the area were notIO The British scientific 

advisor Solly Zuckerman and Air Commodore Kingston-McCloughry concluded in their special 

report that "the bombhg had made no material difference to the whole operation ... [and] not a 

single dead German or any enemy equipment had been found in the area that had k e n  bombed."'" 

From early moming on 8 July, fighter-bornbers from No. 83 Group were operating almost 

continuously, 766 sorties being flown fioin bases within the beach-head? Afier much hard 

fighting, CHARNWOOD did succeed. Al1 of Caen north of the Odon fell into Allied hands on 9 

July, although the German remnants succeeded in establishing themselves in defensive positions on 

the south bank, 
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Mer another week of build-up, the same formula was repeated east of Caen, this time in an 

operation known as GOODWOOD. GOODWOOD was novel in various ways, not least because 

the main effort was made with amour. Three British divisions, 7th Armoured, 1 1 th Annoured, and 

the Guards h o u r e d ,  were to punch through thc Geman lincs e s t  of Caen and then push south 

onto Bourguébus ridge. Montgomery's hope has been variously descnbed as to achieve a strategic 

breakthrough, to "write down" the German panzer forces and prevent them fiorn rnoving West to 

the US sector, or simply to generally exhaust the ~ e r m a n s . ~ ~  

Regardless, by this tirne respect for German defensive abilities ran high within 2 1 st Army 

Group, and given the strong panzer and anti-tank forces in the area, Montgomery envisioned a 

difficult fight. The problem was not just to "break in" to the German defences - which were in 

depth - but to break dl of the way through them. Army plannen saw fue support as the key to 

suppressing the mortar and anti-tank fue upon which the German defence was based, and air power 

was to be the means of maintaining fie support as the advance outran the artillaryls range? Thus, 

air power was crucial, and Montgomery decided that if bad weather precluded air support on the 

planned D-Day (1 8 July), the entire operation would be d e l a ~ e d . ~ ~  The plan tasked Bomber 

Command to provide intimate support "by similar methods as those employed for the attack on 

CAEN" by the "destruction" of a cluster of villages south east of Caen? 
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The British armour was to push through what was called "the gap" between the outskirts of 

Caen and Sannerville, and down the comdor of compamtively flat and open ground east and south 

east of Caen. The corridor's flanks were to be sealed off by massive air strikes fiom heavy 

bombers, hence target areas A and H were assigned to Bomber Command. The only target in the 

corridor itself that was stnick by the heavies was Cagny, target area M. Other than Cagny, the 

Geman foward defences wivithin the comdor m a  were to be "neurnlized" ivithout heavy cratering, 

and therefore target areas C, D, E, and F were assigned to the medium bombers of the US IXth Air 

Force?' 

Second TAF's own assets were concentrated upon even closer support for the Amy,  No. 83 

Group being given three main functions: 

1) to recce "closely" the area ahead of the Allied troops; 

2) to destroy a variety of pre-arranged targets, mostly concentrated south of the CAEN- 
VIMONT road [ie on Bourgébus ridge]; and 

3) to destroy certain bridges over the ORNE and DIVES rivers [to hamper any move 
foward by Gerrnan reserves] ." 

In the event, 18 July dawned unusually bright and clear, and at 0535 hotus, 1056 Lancasters 

and Halifaxes fiom Bomber Command began dropping over 5,500 tons of bombs on targets A and 

H.i9 At O6 15 a smaller force of about 100 bombers stnick Cagny, and at 0700 4 15 Mauraden and 

Bostons fkom the US IXth Air Force came in on their targets." 

Montgomery's chief of staff, Major General De Guingand, tecalled watching the bombers: 

1 &ove out with Air Marshal Coningharn to see the bombers attack. It was a perfect opal 
summer moming ... Before long we could hear a drone, and almost immediately the 
northem and eastem skies were full of aircraft. It looked just like a swann of bees homing 
upon their hive ... One appreciated the bravery of those pilots and crews as they flew 
straight into the most ghastly looking flak. Every now and then an aircraft would burst into 
flames? 



The ground advance began at 0745, with Second TM'S fighter-bombers in close support. 

Overall, 2nd T M  flew 1,289 sorties on 18 ~uly." Typhoons flew most of the close support that 

day, putting up 468 sorties, 306 in pre-arranged strikes against German gun positions, strong points 

and several bridges, the balance on impromptu By 1030 hours only two impromptu 

cdls for air support had been received, but thereafter the rate picked-up as the biittle Uitensified; 162 

impromptu sorties were eventuaîly dispatched." 

For the fmt time, some of those impromptu missions were king controlled by Visual 

Control Posts (VCPs). A Sherman comrnand tank fitted out as a VCP was sent forward with the 

29th Armoured Brigade of 1 1 Armoured Division." Unfortunately, the RAF controller was 

wounded early in the battle, but the young Air Liaison Officer, Second Lieutenant P.M. Roberts, 

carried on and successfully directed aircraft ont0 several targets, including a concentration of 

panzen in Bourgébus wood, and some German tanks in Bourgébus village itself? 

Despite al1 of this battle power, both land and air, the German defence was strong and 

skillful. The British armoured columns were disrupted and broken up by German tank and anti- 

tank fire. In particular, a German gun line, based upon Bourgébus ridge, exacted a heavy toll. By 

the end of the first day the British had lost some 180 tanks, and reached no farther than the general 

line of the Caen-Cagny rail line." The next &y poor weather compromised 2nd TAF support, and 

on 20 July Montgomery called the offensive off, having dented the Geman Lines by only some 12 

kilometres. The British officia1 history maintains that the essentiai a h  of tying down and 

weakening the German amour was attained, which is certainly true, but the advance produced 

heavy casualties and failed to capture much ground? 



SPRING/COBRA, 25 July 

Just before the next effort came, headquarters I st Canadian A m y  hal ly  became 

operational on the continent, assuming responsibility for part of the line on 23 July. Unfomuuitely, 

because of the acute airfield shortage in the crowded beach-head. most of No. 84 Group remained 

in England. As a result, headquarters 1st Canadian Amy began operations with only an advanced 

element of the No. 84 Group's operations cell, rather than with the full headquarters of its paired 

composite group CO-l~cated.'~ 

Two days later, Operation SPRING was launched, picking up where GOODWOOD had left 

off. Once again the plan was to attack the German defences south and south east of Caen. The 

Germans were expecting M e r  efforts dong this line, however, and on 22 July 2nd Panzer 

Division moved to the area of Tuurnebu, some 20 kilometres due south of Caen?' Also, the 9th 

and 10th SS Panzer divisions were ordered to assemble just West of Brettville sur-Lake? 

This time, no heavy bomben were called in, and the air programme for the offensive 

opened with the deciaration that "the air aspect of operation SPRiNG is in the form of a bonus and 

will only be undertaken if suitable weather conditions prevail."" The prelirninary attack by 

medium bombers fiom No. 2 Group on 24 July was largely ineffective becaw of heavy anti- 

a i r c d  fie; only 15 out of 60 aircrafi succeeded in bombing the target." The ground operation 

itself kicked-off at 03~30 in the moming on 25 July, quickly meeting disaster, 2nd Canadian 

Infantry Division's attack on Verrières Ridge in particular going badly. The i n f a .  were caught in 

open wheat fields by strong Geman forces, and counter-attacked by panzers. Close air support was 



called in to help stabilize the situation, rocket firing Typhoons fiom 18 1 and 1 82 squadrons of No. 

83 Group making a major attack on Genan amour dong the ndge between 6:40 and 7:40 in the 

evening of 25 My." Despite these efforts, in the words of the Canadian h y ' s  officiai historian, 

the operation had "struck a Stone wall." 

On the same &y that Canadian troops were mounting SPRING, US troops in the western 

sector unleashed Operation COBRA. which evenhially led to their break-out on that Bank. Five 

days later, af'ter SPRiNG had petered out, 2nd British Army launched Operation BLUECOAT, to 

the east of Caen, in an effort to keep the pressure up on the German defences while the US Armies 

exploited their breakthrough. Neither of these efforts by 21 st Army  Group gained much ground, 

although they did unquestionably tie down and exhaust the main weight of the Gerrnans' panzer 

forces? The Amencan 12th A m y  Group, meanwhile. with General Patton's 3rd Army now 

ashore, began a mad two week dnve south and then east in a wide hook that by 8 August had 

brought them to Le Mans. 

At about this time comrnand arrangements, always contentious, were adjusted again. 

Montgomeryls main headquarters crossed to France and on 4 August established opentions at le 

Tronquay , some ten kilometres south-west of Bayeux. Accordingl y, Broadhurst relinquished his 

temporary appointment as Commander, Advanced Allied Expeditionary Air Force, and Air 

Marshal Coningham set-up his headquarters as Commander 2nd TAF adjacent to Montgomery, 

who for the time king remained overall Allied ground forces commander. No. 84 Group 

established an advanced headquarters on the continent on 6 August, but did not become fully 

operational until 12 ~ugust.' 



Map 5:  Allied Breakout, 25 July - 8 August. 
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Map 6: Operation TOTALIZE, 7 August. 



Throughout al1 of this, No. 2 Group remained prirnarily dedicated to reducing German 

movement to the battle area. On the night of 27-28 July the group made a maximum effort, flying 

against more than a dozen targets, including German concentrations around Bretteville south of 

Caen, but with most of their sorties devoted to transportation targets ranging as far afield as Dijon, 

some 200 kilometres south east of ~aris." 

TOTALIZE, 7 August 

The long-awaited break-out produced an atmosphere verging on euphoria in at Ieast some of 

the senior headquarters6', and planning began for the next big push fiom 2 1st A m y  Group. This 

was Operation TOTALIZE, an effort to break through the Fraying Gerxnan line south of Caen, this 

time decisively. Leading the attack would be 2nd Canadian Corps. 

TOTALIZE was conceived as heavily dependent on air power. A consideration written as 

part of the planning process noted: 

6. In essence, the problem is one of getting armour through enemy gun screens to 
sufficient depth to disrupt his anti-tank guns and mortar defence, in country suitable to the 
tactics of the latter combination. 

7. The essentid conditions of this operation may therefore by summarized as follows: 

(a) the provision of ovenvhelming air support both by night and by day until completion of 
the break-through, and 
(b) ... suitable weather to ensure the full effectiveness of such ovenvhelming air support.69 

Once again, heavy bombers were brought in to provide close support, dong with 2nd TAF's 

own resources. The role of the fighter-bombers of Nos. 83 and 84 Groups was to be "mainly 

against opportunity targets as they arise during the day's operations; particular attention king paid 



to the 12 Pz Div area on the left flank of the main attack."" 

The ground forces spent the aftemoon of 7 August forrning themselves up, and executing a 

short temporary withdrawal so as to be well clear of the way of the heavy bombers' attack to corne. 

That evening, just before 2300 hours, 1020 bombers fiom Bomber Command thundered overhead 

in the last light of the day and dropped 3462 tons of bombs on the villages dong the flanks of the 

pluuied attxk." These were targets I to 5 ,  and the hi& explosive bombs were fuzed so as to crater 

the ground, in order to impede the movement of any German forces that might try to counter-attack 

into the flanks of the offensive." The ground advance began at 2330 hours, just as the last bombs 

were falling on the most distant target. There followed a night of confused and clurnsy fighting. 

Nevertheless, by first light the Canadians had essentially broken through the German line.'l 

However, rather than exploiting the breakthrough they halted to protect the start-line for the next 

phase of the operation, and to await another heavy bomber strike. this time fiom the Amencans. It 

would take some six hours to arrive, ard the Germans used the breathing space to rush in 

relliforcements and seai the break. In the meantirne, No. 83 Group's fighter bombers were assigned 

to armed recces south of a line running through Bretteville-le-Rabet, in an effort to prevent just 

such movement? However, their success was limited. Worse, when the American heavy bombers 

finally did arrive the a h  was bad, dimpting the Allied troops preparing for the next advance and 

causing some fiiendly cas~alties.~~ When the advance did get under way again, 2nd TAF's fighter- 

bombers provided some close support, but amongst other things they were distracted by the sudden 

need to concentrate al1 available air power on the German offensive around Mortain (see below). 

TOTALIZE never did recover its momentun and sputtered out on 10 ~ u g u s t ~ ~ .  The No. 84 Group 

Operations Record Book somewhat mournfully noted " it cannot be said that close support 



operations played a decisive part in what small achievement the ground forces made."" 

Coincidently, the Germans had also chosen 7 August as the start date for their only major 

offensive of the campaign, what they called Operation L O ~ C H ,  and what English language 

histonans generally refer to as the "Mortain counter-attack." This operation, ordered by Hitler 

personally on 2 August, concentrated four panzer divisions, the main buik of the remaining German 

amour, at the West end of the German line, in an effort to reach Avranches and cut-off the US 

forces that had broken through." However, Allied intelligence, in particular the ULTRA decrypts 

of the G e m s '  most sensitive signal communications, provided warning of the impending German 

attac k? 

It came early on the mornhg of 7 August. Jumping off without a preparatory artillery 

barrage in a futile attempt to gain surprise, three armoured columns stnick the US line~.'~ At f b t  

they made good progress against the Amencan outposts, but they did not succeed in panicking the 

defenders and, forewarned by ULTRA, the Allies reacted quickly. AAer hunied consultation. the 

commanding general of the US IXth Air Force and Coningham personally agreed that the US 

planes would concentrate on the Luftwaffe, preventing any German aircraft fiom reaching the battle 

area, while 2nd TM, in particular the rocket firing Typhoons, concentrated upon the attacking 

German panzers?' The result was one of the most dnunatic air interventions of the carnpaign. 

The morning had been macked by gound mist, but by the time the first 2nd TAF aircraft 

appeared overhead, about 1300 hours, it wvas a gorgeous sunny aftemoon." In his recent memoirs, 



a 2nd TAF Typhoon pilot wrote: 

There was no problem ... identifying the target because the Panzer division was stretched 
out ail dong the straight road. The Squadron flew parallel to the long column in line astem, 
then winged over and started the dive h m  about 4,000 feet, heading for the lead tanks 
which were their prime O bje~tive.'~ 

Another Typhoon pilot recalled: 

We could see Tiger tanks and m o u r  on a track through the woods. We attacked with our 
rockets and thrn strafed with our cannon and did a fair amount of damage." 

In ail 294 Typhoon sorties were flown against LUTIICH that day, armoured columns 

caught concentrated on roads forming an ided target." The German drive bogged down afler only 

very slight gains. 

Exactly how much of a factor in the Gennan failure the Typhoons actually were has become 

the subject of fierce controversy? The Germans, at any rate, alrnost universally attributed their 

failure to the air attacks." What is clear is that at the t h e  the RAF f m l y  believed that they had 

decisively intervened in the land battie and stopped the German offensive. Coningham wrote: 

It was the first occasion in Normandy when the air forces had the opportunity of striking as 
a German armoured concentration. ... The fighter-bornbers of the Second Tactical Air 
Force adopted a "shuttie service" of attacking formations, and as the day developed it was 
obvious that air history was king made ... 

... This was to date one of the best demonstrations of the tactical use of au power which had 
ken given in this war. It proved that a Tactical Air Force may be a decisive battle winning 
factor? 

TRACTABLE, 13 August 

By 10 Aug both TOTALIZE in the east and LÜTTIcH in the West had petered out, leaving 

the Ciexman forces in what was now very clearly a pocket. Montgomery ordered renewed efforts to 



close the encirclement and, it was hoped, capture the bulk of Geman 7th Army. LÜTTIcH h a h g  

failed so completely the Gemans, meanwhile, switched their attentions to extncating 7th Amy 

ihrough what came to be known as "the Falaise Gap." On the evening of 12 August No. 2 Group's 

maximum effort concentrated upon al1 of the transportation means out of the Falaise area, including 

the Seine cros~ings.'~ 

In this environment, 1st Canadian Army mounted Operation TRACTABLE, one last effort 

to push south and finally close the gap. For its part, 2nd TAF was concentrating upon destroying as 

rnuch of German 7th Army as possible, as it crowded through the narrow roads leading out of the 

pocket. Quickly, the German retreat became a rout of historic proportions. Group Captain 

"Johnnie" Johnson, commanding a Spitfire wing in 2nd TM, recalled: 

When we mived over that small triangle of Nonnandy bounded by Falaise, T m  and 
Chambois, the Typhoons were already hard at work. As at Mortain, they used the tactic of 
sealing off the fiont and rear of a column by accurately dropping a few bombs, thus 
compressing the desperate enemy on the narrow, dusty lanes. Since the transports were 
somethes jammed together four abreast, this made the subsequent rocket and cannon 
attacks comparatively easy. 

Irnmediately the Typhoons withdrew fiom the killing ground, the Spifies raced into the 
attack. The tactics of the day were low-level strafing attacks with cannon shells and 
machine guns against sofi-skinned transports, including al1 types of trucks, staff cars and 
lightly armoured vehicles." 

Of that tirne, a ground officer working in a Spi& wing headq~arfers recalled: 

The pilots were pretty excited, 1 remember. They'd corne rushing into the builpen, vying 
with each other to relate what they had done and eager to find out if they'd beaten the other 
squadrons. Then they'd hustle out to have another go at the Jemes?' 

Once again, there remains a fierce controversy over how much darnage was actually done to 

the Gexmans by air action in the mouth of the gap, in particular to their amour. But once again, at 



the t h e  - and arnongst air historians since -- the conclusion has been that it was "an outstanding 

triumph of air p o ~ e r . " ~ ~  

Allied annies hally  closed the gap on 21 August, ending the Normandy campaign with the 

destruction of the p a t e r  part of the Gennan armies in France. 
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CHAPER FIVE: ANALYSIS 

How to bring their surfeit of air power to bear on the enemy represented an enormous 

command and staffproblem for the Western Allies. Central to this problem was the difficult issue 

of targeting . 

What cm be deducrd fiom the Iiistory of 2nd TM'S çanipaign in Nornandy? An important 

factor to unravel is the allocation that of 2nd TAF's air power. What percent of available capacity 

was consurned by close support missions? What percent by deeper strikes such as anned recces? 

The answers to those questions should help to clarify exactly what was going on with air support. 

The overall allocation of sorties within 2nd TAF throughout the Norriiandy campaign was 

as follows': 

Medium & 
Light Bombers 

- pp -p 

Recce 
(Tac/R and 
other types) 

Defensive 
Fighter 

Missions 

Ground-Attack 
@re-arranged 
& impromptu 

Table 7: 2nd TAF sortie allocation in the Normandy campaign. 

Anned Recce 

(The percentage figures refer to that mission type as a percentage of the fighter-bomber effort, ie as 

a percentage of the centre three columns, not as a percentage of the overall2nd TAF effort.) 

The medium and light bombers category reflects the work of No. 2 Group, and to a lesser 

extent No. 85 ûroup. Because of the type of aircrail operated by those groups, theù effort could 



not be re-allocated to other missions. This is also tw of the reconnaissance category, which was 

performed by the specialized aircraft dedicated to that role. Thus the sortie rates in those categories 

show comparatively little change over the course of the campaign. The more interesthg columns 

are the centre three: defensive fighter missions, ground attack and armed recce. Those are the three 

missions types that the fighter-bomber effort could be and was shified between. 

The data reveal several trcnds, in particular the precipitous declinc in cffort allocatcd to 

defensive fighter missions in light of the ovenvhelming Allied air supremacy, and a correspondhg 

climb in the effort allocated to armed recce.' It is quite clear that the composite groups expended 

more sorties on armeci recce missions than close support.' The data also seems to show a 

significant decline in ground attack missions, fiom 25 to 15 percent. This decline, however, reflects 

a decline in the number of ground attacks resulting fiom either pre-arranged or impromptu requests 

for air support. It must be understood that many of the m e d  recce missions resulted in the attack 

of ground targets in the German rear. Indeed, overall attack on the German army fiom the air 

actuaily peaked in August during the attack on LÜTTIcH and the intense strafing of the German 

rout through the mouth of the Falaise pocket. Yet because most of those missions were classed as 

m e d  recce, August shows the lowest rate of ground attack for the whole campaign. 

Unfomuiately, as the above example illustrates, because of the way records were kept, it is not 

always easy to determine how 2nd TAF's sorties were distributed. 

CABRAMC is especiaüy difficult to pin down h m  the records extant. The composite 

- 106- 



groups' Operations Record Books4 (ORBs) do not give specifc mention to CABRANKs at dl ,  

merely differentiating between defensive missions, reconnaissance missions, armed reconnaissance, 

and what is variously termed either "dive bombing", "immediate support" or "close support."' 

Presumably both of the second two are direct support atiacks on targets near or dong the front, both 

pre-ananged and impromptu. We do know, however, that CABRANKs were considered a 

prufligate arrangement and were used spyingly, genenlly reserved for wh3t wre  deemed tu be 

critical junctures.' Since al1 CABRANK aircraA were given "default" targets to attack if no 

impromptu tnrget was assigned in the air, in fact al1 such missions becarne either a pre-arranged or 

an impromptu attack, and are recorded as such in the various ORBs.' 

Pre-arranged vs Impromptu 

With regard to the proportion of effort expended on pre-armged versus impromptu 

missions, once again the operations record books are not overly helpful. Many days, no reference 

at al1 is made to "pie-arranged", "impromptu" or "immediate" sorties. Other days, there are specific 

entries for "immediate support", but none for anyrhing that could be constnied as pre-arranged. In 

some cases, this is clearly inaccurate. For example, the No. 83 Group ORB entry for 8 July 

declares the following sortie iotals: 

8 Juiy 1944 
Armed Reconnaissance 320 sorties 
hunediate Support 223 sorties 
Defensive Cover 145 sorties 
Reconnaissance 69 sorties? 

No mention is made of any pre-arranged missions. However, 8 July was the first day of ûperation 



CHARNWOOD, and we know fiom other sources that No. 83 Group did indeed fly many pre- 

arranged missions that day? It seems, therefore, that the ORB simply lumped dl close support 

missions under the general rubric of "immediate support." On other days, for instance 5 July, 

"close support" is the term the ORB used to describe al1 fighter-bomber attacks dong the fiont: 

Amed Reconnaissance 224 
Close Support 1 07 
Defensive Cover 191 
Reconnaissance 34.1° 

Elsewhere. however, the ORB does distinguish between pre-arranged and impromptu 

sorties, apparentiy refemng to the latter as "immediate support": 

4 Jidy 1944 
h e d  Recomaissance 138 
Pre-arranged Support 48 
Immediate Support 63 
Defensive Cover 215 
Reconnaissance 34 

in dl, it would appear that about 40 percent of the composite groups' sorties were consurned 

by defensive fighter missions, 35 percent by armed recce, 15 percent by pre-arranged missions, and 

10 percent by impromptu close support. Discounting the defensive fighter sorties in order to focus 

purely on the effort allocated to the various types of ground attack missions, the figures become 

roughly 60 percent anned recce, 25 percent pre-arranged, and 15 percent impromptu. In other 

words, impromptu close support was not allocated a great proportion of 2nd TAF's effort, and 

anned recce was. 



Armed Recce 

In fact, armed recce has been singled out, at the time and since, as 2nd TM'S single most 

effective form of air attack. Ian Gooderson devotes a chapter of his book to a detailed analysis of 

armed recce's effectiveness, coming to the conclusion that amed recce was of far greater value to 

the Ailied war effort than ciose support." Uitimately, Gooderson çonciudes, "the armed- 

reconnaissance tactical air offensive ... [was a] vital role for Allied air power in 1943-45. Close air 

support was not, though it did undoubtedly provide certain advantages that could be exploited by 

Allied troop~."'~ Hallion echoes the same theme," as does ~erralne.'' 

It is not clear that the amy cntics fully appreciated the greater utility of air power in the 

deeper soles. Indeed, the army criticisrns, then and now, seem to boil down to the cornplaint that 

2nd TAF wouid not "whistle up" fighter bombea at a moment's notice wherever some front-line 

commander happened to corne under pressure. As we can see fiom the contempocary doctrine - 
and fiom the actual apportionment statistics fiom the campaign -- this has more to do with the 

relatively low priority assigned to close support than it does to RAF intransigence. 

Critics might respond that the low priority given to close support in itself demonsûated 

RAF intransigence. That would be to ignore that close support was the method of attack doing the 

least damage to the G e r m a  - or at least, that the RAF believed that deeper attacks were doing the 

most damage. And believe this they did, even at the tirne. An " Operational Research" study 

undertaken in July 1944, "confirms the overall effectiveness of widespread armed recce in 

confusing and delaying the enemy's supplies, at the same time inflichg serious losses when targets 

have actually been located and attacked." IJ 



Tme or not16, this was a contention that the A m y  critics have not addressed. Once again, 

the issue cornes back to the envisioned role for tactical air power. Which is more important: more 

fire support dong the fiont-line or disrupting overall enemy movement? 

Target Areas 

Another key factor in unraveling what was king done with tactical air power is to consider 

where it was king applied. What is striking about the patterns of 2nd TAF's effort - considering 

the RAF's doctrine and emphasis on concentration rather than "penny packeting" - is how 

dispersed 2nd TAF's effort was. 

Viewed overall, 2nd TAF's effort can be divided into two general categories: close support, 

that is targets very close to or in many cases right on. the front line, and the deeper targets. As we 

have seen above, almost d l  of the pre-ananged air support by the composite groups was for targets 

within 20, often 1 0, kilometres of the front Iine. B y their very nature impromptu cails for close 

support were for tactical targets immediately on the front line itself The deeper targets were 

primarily the work of No. 2 Group, and the armed recces flown by the composite groups. 

With the exception of major offensives, the close support effort was not particularly 

focused, being driven fiom the "bottom-up", rather than the "topdown" (ie requests were initiated 

by forward troops, either through ASSU channels for impromptu missions or up the Army chah- 

of-command for consideration at the daily air conference for pre-arranged missions). With the 

exception of major offensives such as GOODWOOD, No. 2 Group's efforts were remarkably 

diffused. For instance, the night of 27/28 July saw the group's attacks scattered h m  Aire in the 



Pas de Calais to Dijon. This was not musual. 

A perception of unfocused effort is fiuthered by the means used to direct the armed recces 

were directed, which appears to have been on a simple geographic basis. Headquaries 2 1 st A m y  

Group and 2nd T M  allocated areas for armed recce coverage to each Composite Group, and these 

areas were M e r  sub-divided and allotted to Wings by the respective GCC." At the tirne the RAF 

considered this an effective system because air reco~aissance information arived at the GCCs 

h t ,  and could therefore be used immediately to direct the armed recce effort." This is doubtless 

tme, but the larger issue is that since the GCCs were purely RAF organizations dedicated to air 

control, the distribution of armed recces was in fact being determined by RAF plannes in isolation 

from the Amy.  Presurnably they sïmply directed amed recces to what were thought to be the most 

fertile hunting grounds within the assigned area. Most critically, there was no mechanism to 

concentrute armed recces in areas that would complement and enhance the overall Allied scheme of 

manoeuvre or campaign plan. It appears that armed recces were large1 y shotgunned out on the basis 

of akrafl availability and what were perceived to be fertile hunting grounds within arbitrary 

geographic areas that had been designated not to concentrate 2nd MF's tactical air power, but 

primarily as a deîonfliction control mea~ure.'~ 

Targethg Troubles 

It is al1 very well to say that air power should be concentrated in some decisive way. What 

actuai targets should be attacked to effect such decisive concentration? This was a key problem. 

As we have seen, under the doctrine of joint comrnand "the Amy Commander tells the Air Force 



Commander what he wants to achieve, and the Air Staff, baving examined the problem, make Air 

plans with the Army's aim constantly in view."' 

The British h y ' s  imrnediate post-war analysis of air support contains some particularly 

bitter words about the RAF's approach. 

The theory that the army should confine itself to stating the problem in general terms, and 
the air forces should then decide the method in al1 its detail has proved quite irnpracticable 
when applied literally in combined operations?' 

In support of this, the report goes on to point out: 

It is educative to redise that, in this carnpaign, out of every hundred attacks carried out fiom 
the air by the tactical air forces, it is estimated that at least ninety five have been on targets 
selected, named and annotated by the army alone, including in many cases the provision of 
the actuai aiming points. With the exception of those targets directly related to the enemy 
air forces, it has been the army almost exclusively which has produced the targets, and 
which has been the principal contributor to the preparation of the air plan in direct support 
of a particular battle.2' 

This is almost certainiy a fair criticism, for as we have seen the RAF system did not include 

much provision for targeting. Targets were expected to corne fiom either the daily planning 

conkences - where it would be the Amy that raised them -- or up through the ASSU net, also 

from the Amy. Second TAF iacked the necessary staff to select any actual targets for attack other 

than through those two mechanisms. More critically, the RAF overall lacked the expertise and the 

doctrine for target selection in a land campaignu M e r  dl, just what are the best targets to attack 

with air power - especially given the technical limitations of the time - when one wants to, for 

instance, ensure that "enemy road movements ... [are] continually harassed."" Bridges? Road 

choke points in Milages? Columns on the move? 

The basic air support doctrine of the tirne confined its discussion of targeting to noting that: 

Suitable targets for light and medium bombers will be railway yards, concentrations of MT 
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and AFVs in harbour, defiles and villages where enemy HQs and Signals centres are 
located and dumps - if not too widely dispersed. 

Single-engine fighters will attack gun positions or AFVs when separated fiom their sof i - shed  
vehicles, with RP; and MT, when badly dispersed or in column, with bombs and front gun 
f ~ e . ~ '  

Rather unhelpfully, this discussion was not expanded upon to consider what sorts of targets might 

be appropriate in what circumstances, or even what the rnost profitable target types might be. 

Air Support Instructions developed in the carnpaign, which might have k e n  expected to 

ampli@ the generic doctrine and give more concrete detail were similarly vague: 

TYPES OF TARGETS 

... the following policy will apply until M e r  notice to specific types of targets in the 
priorities set out below: 

(a) HQs and Comms Installations; 
(b) Bridges; 
(c) Enemy Concentrations; 
(d) Administrative Installations; and 
(e) Guns and Defensive W~rks.'~ 

Quite sirnply, the doctrine of the time had not thought these issues through. If the M F  

wanted to maintain that air officen were the sole experts on the application of air power, then 

reasonably they shouid have arldressed the targeting issue ngorously." 

Another reason for this difficulty with targeting is that picking out targets in an enemy's rear 

requires a great deal of quite detailed intelligence: not just general intelligence about an enemy's 

overall intentions, but specific intelligence about exactiy where there are concentrations of vehicles 

at any given moment - in near real tirne. Historically, the Army had always relied upon actual 

observation of targets for the analogous targeting function with the artillery. How to target air 

attacks against movement in the German rear far beyond observation? One way of course was on 



the basis of ULTRA decrypts, and as we have seen this resulted in the early destruction of 

headquartea Panzer Group West. But such successes were rare, and most behind-the-lhes 

targeting had to rely upon TadR reporting. 

An insight into the difîïculty of targeting came early in the campaign. On 8 June the AEAF 

Commandzr in Chief, Ak Marshal Leigh-Mallory, visitrd General de Guingand, Montgomery's 

Chief of Staff. During the course of the meeting, which concemed overall planning for intempting 

Genan  movement to the Normandy ma, de Guingand admitted that the Army could not supply 

the Air Force with more targets for 2nd TM. "Such targets rnight turn up as the fighting 

de~eloped."'~ ~pparently, only two days after the invasion, with the Allies still clinging 

precariously to theu narrow beach-head, it was not possible to identify a comprehensive package of 

specific targets for attack by tactical air power. That it proved hard for the army to identiS, targets 

in those circumstances, when Geman formations were still crowded around the beach-head, shows 

how difficult targeting really is. 

Indeed, the difficulties of targeting in large part explain the development of the armed recce 

procedure. Generally, it was simply too difficult to target specific attacks, so aircrafi were sent off 

to look for their own, 

1. Data h m  an irnmediate pst-war ORS study " h e d  Recce by Aircraft of 2nd TAF in the 
West European Campaign" PRO WO 29 11 13 57. 

2. interestingly, it also attests to a slow but steady decline in total sorties flown by 2nd TAF 
throughout the carnpaign. This despite the establishment of airfields on the continent. 

3. Goodenon, Air Power ut the Battlefont, p 200 dso makes this point. 



4. The Operations Record Books for groups are found in the PRO AIR 25 files, for wings in 
AIR 26 and squadrons in AIR 27. No. 83 Group ORB is found in PRO AIR 251704; No. 84 Group 
in 29709. 

5 .  83 Group Operations Record Book. See for instance any of the entries for June 1944. 

6 .  A B ,  Air Support, The Second World War 1939-1915: Royal Air Force Air Ministry: Air 
Publication 3235, 1955. (originally a classified report), p 149. 

7. Ibid. 

8. 83 Group ORB 8 July 1944 

9. The air support programme for CHARNWOOD (found in NAC RG 24 Vol 10913 file 
235C3 .O9S(D2)) lists seven pre-amged targets to be struck by fighter-bombers between 0600 and 
0730. 

10. 83 Gp ORB 5 S u l  44 

1 1. Gooderson, Air Power ut the Battlefiont, Chapter 8. 

12. Ibid, p 245. 

13. For instance, Richard P. Hallion "Banlefield Air Support A Retrospective Assessment" 
Airpower Journal Spring 1990 p 11; or his book Strike jrom the Sky (Washington: Srnithonian 
institution Press, 1989). 

1 4. Terraine, The Righi ofrhe Line, pp 658462. 

15. "RP & Fm effectiveness 22 Jun-7 Jul" noted in 8 July enûy of 84 Group Operations 
Record Book. 

16. Once again, really the jury remains out on this issue; see comments in the introduction. 
What is important to a study of doctrinal development is what the contemporary parties believed to 
be the case. 

17. War Office, Air Supprr and Air Reconnaissance, Aspects of Combined Operations in 
North West Europe, June 1944 - M' 1945 immediate post war report found in PRO AIR 37/88 1, 
Chapter 3, p 10. 

18. Ibid. 

19. A deconfliction control measure is, like traffic lines on a highway, an airspace control 
measure to separate aircrafl. 



20. Headquarters No. 84 Group, "Organization of Staffs and Operations Rooms at R.A.F. 
Composite Group and Army Headquarters" no date, probably late 1944, PRO AIR Z7870. 

2 1. WO, Air Support and Air Reconnaissance, Chapter 1, pp 7-8. 

22. ibid. 

23. For that matter, selection of targets for strategic bombing also proved devilishly difficult, 
something which had not been anticipated by any of the pre-war bombing enthusiasts. 

24. To quote the XAF Overail Air Plan br Op NEPTUNE, NAC RG 24 Vol 10400 file 
200A2.016(Dt). 

25. WO, Army/Air Operations Pamphlet No. 2 Direct Support, (26/GS Publications/ 1 1 8 1 ), 
1944, pp 9- 1 O. 

26. Headquarters 1 st Canadian Army, "AIR SP INSTR MJMBER 1 " 2 August 1944, file AIR/O/l- 
2 found in DHH 958C.009@72). 

27. Interesthgly enough, the modem United States Air Force has an entire trade specialization 
known as a " targeteer". These are people specifically trained in determining what targets should be 
hit to achieve a given general aim, and what specific air weapons should be used against those 
targets. 

28. Record of their meeting found in PRO AIR 37/l2l3, para 470. 



CONCLUSION 

It is very clear that the system developed to control air support, whatever its doctrinal 

ongins, was technically a marvel. It could indeed rapidly and concertedly apply air power 

against the enemy, as demonstrated around Mortain and the mouth of the Falaise gap. 

Furthemore, it did include specific provisions for getting air support ont0 targets within 

moments of request -- the CABRANK system. 

So what are we to make of the criticisms from some quarters of the A m y  camp that 

air support was intransigent, or at least unresponsive? Such criticisms seem to corne down to 

the complaint that 2nd TAF would not delegate on-cal1 fighter-bombers to every local 

commander dong the front who wanted them. as they wanted them. As we have seen, that 

would have been to ignore the issue of concentration of force. In Tact, in doctrine and policy 

statements the A m y  did oficially acknowledge that air power should be concentmted. Some 

Army comrnanders appear to have had false expectations about air support, and to a certain 

extent these false expectations have become conventional wisdorn. 

The only way to make the air support more responsive to every Army request fiom 

the front would have k e n  to allocate a greater weight of effort to immediate close support -- 
at the expense of other mission types, in particular armed recce. It is not clear that overall 

this would have been more effective. It is clear, on the other hand, that at those times when it 

was considered important to concentrate air power for direct intervention in the land battle - 
for major offensives, around Mortain, and during the closing of the Falaise gap -- 2nd TAF's 

effort was devoted whole-heartedly to direct support. 

Al1 of this touches upon what is perhaps the centrai historical debate of the Normandy 

carnpaign - the performance of the Allied amies, in particular at the operational level. Many 



historians have been sharply critical of the Allied commaaders handling of the campaign. 

Professor Granabtein describes Canadian operations as "charactenzed by stfidriven and 

top-dom control . .. [that] invariably featured heavy artillery preparation and small-scale 

objectives."' Bill McAndrew graphically put it another way, describing Canadian operations 

as progressing like a "giant slinky toy" -- amour and Uûantry ponderously moving forward 

under cover of heavy artillery, and if a break-through was achieved, tending to wait for their 

artiliery to close-up before expioiting2 Other historians have made the same points about 

both the British and American Amies.3 

What appears to have happened is that as break-through attempt followed break- 

through attempt -- without success -- the Army became ever more dependent upon firepower 

to batter their way forward. This propensity later led Tedder to wryly observe: "The Army 

having been dmgged with bombs, it is going to be a dificult process to cure the dnig 

addicts."' The Army cornmancîea also became increasingly fixated upon the tactical level of 

the tighting, iosing their sense of the operational art.' Unsurprisingiy, therefore, the air 

support they called for was narrow in nature, tending towards a desire for on-cal1 tactical help 

everywhere, with massive heavy-bomber raids to precede any advance. 

To be fair to the Arrny critics, however, it is equally clear that the RAF was not 

properly prepared for fighting a land campaign. They lacked the expertise and machinery for 

effective targeting, and by default this central huiction fell into the Army's lap. This while 

the RAF was stoutly maintainhg that only air officers were expert in the application of air 

power. As a result, 2nd TAF's efforts throughout the campaign were not as focused as they 

perhaps could have been. 

Why did this happen, when the air support doctrine of the thne stressed concentration 

and even included prescient wamings against "the temptatioa to abuse the fiexibility of air 



power" by "fittering away the effort on relatively unimportant targets." It seems that in the 

heat of battle -- and clash of personalities between key commanders -- practice ran away fiom 

doctrine. Arguably this reflected the difficulty of the moment, and the inherent limitations of 

the doctrine in the fist  place. Certainly the A m y  cntics would view it that way. 

However, air support doctrine was not really fully developed. Because of the dl- 

consuming Army/RAF arguments over air power and strategic bombing, neither side gave 

much serious thought to applying air power in a land campaign. When it was finally decided, 

very late in the day, to form tactical air forces for just this role, al1 of the available energy was 

consumed by fiantic efforts to knit together a working organization and solve the immediate 

practical problems. In this an extraordinary success was achieved, but little time or energy 

was left over for contemplation of the more subtle -- and dificuit -- doctrinal questions, such 

as where to concentrate the air effort and how to effect the actual targeting. Doubtless too, 

this doctrinal failure on the RAF's part reflected the larger doctrinal failure of the Allied 

forces at the operational Ievel. 

Nevertheless, the campaign was in the end successful for the Western Allies. Given 

the near run nature of that success, al1 of the Allied contributions were critical, Second TAF 

did succeed in helping defeat the Geman artnies in the West. Although its doctrinal 

limitations made it a somewhat blunt instrument, it was a powemil one. 

1. Jack Granatstein, The Generals p 264. 

2. Quoted ibid. 

3.  See note 4 to the introduction. 

4. Tedder, With Prejudice, p 606. He was referring to the Canadian Amy's requests for 
heavy bombers for the Walchem Island operation in October 1944. 

5.  See in particular Jarymowycz "Canadian Amour in Nomandy: Operation Totalize and 
the Quest for Operational Manoeuver" 
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(Bomber) Gp IT (Composite) Gp (Composite) Gp 
(Broodhurst) 

I 

No. 85 

Notes: 
:1) Up to 19 Jun 44. 
:2) Up to 18 Jun 44. 
:3) Up to 26 Jul44. 
:4) From 26 Aug 44. 
3 Up to 29 Aug 44. 
:6) From 26 Aug 44. 
:7) From 26 Jun 44. 
:8) Up to Jun 44. 
:9) Up to 16 Jun 44. 

No. 141 -1 
No. 264 {=El, 

~~0 XII 

No. 604 (Ki  

No. 29 '5) 

No. 150 ZJ 

No. 486 Ljl0, 

NB: No. 85 Gp initially operated under control ADGB.. 



Appendk E: Examples of Air Support Mission Types 

Pre-arranged Direct Support 

Figure 1 1 : Example of a daily pre-arranged air programme (2 August 1944). 



Reproduced above is the pre-arranged air support (abreviated "sp" in the message) 

programme for 2 August 1944.' This programme would have been halized at the daily evening 

air conference at 1st Canadian Army headquarters, 1 August. Note that al1 of the targets are for 

very direct support, in the area just south of Caen. At this tirne, 1st Canadian Army was stmggling 

onto Bourgébus ridge. 

For major offensives, pre-arranged direct support would be even more elabrate, spelled out 

in a detailed "Air programme", and often including heavy bomber support. See for instance the 

section on Operation GOODWOOD in chapter three. 

Impromptu Direct Support 

Most calls for air support through the ASSU tentacles, either fiom normal tentacles, VCPs, 

or FCPs. resulted in impromptu direct support missions. 

On 1 8 July, a Sherman command tank fitted out as a VCP was employed with the 29th 

Armoured Brigade of 11 h o u r d  Division. The RAF controller was wounded mrly in the battle, 

but the young Air Liaison Offker, Second Lieutenant P.M. Roberts, carried on and successfully 

called aircraft down ont0 several targets, including a concentation of panzers in Bourgébus wood, 

and some Getman tanks in Bourgébus village itself.' 

Pre-ananged Indirect 

Any missions directed against targets at a remove fiom the front line, which were identified 
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either in planning conkences for new offensives or at the daily evening air conference at one of the 

composite group/army headquarters, becarne pre-arranged indirect missions. For instance, the plan 

for D-Day included provision for No. 2 Group throughout the hours of darkness prior to the assault, 

to strike at targets ranging between Caen and Avranches, in an effort to hinder the movement of 

However, it was not just the medium bombers which flew p r e - m g e d  indirect air support. 

Such missions could be and were flown by fighter-bombers. For instance. on 5 July 1944, No. 439 

(Fighter-Bomber) Squadron was ordered to attack a small pontoon bridge over the Orne, about five 

kilometres south West of Caen. 

Seven aircraft fiom this squadron were airbome with 500 lb. bombs h d  instantaneous 
and .O25 delay. We crossed the lines at Noyers and were imrnediately f ~ e d  at by batteries 
of heavy flak guns. ... We attacked h m  6500 A east to West and prolonged a good steep 
dive at an angle of 60 degrees to 3000 A. The bombing was well concentrated around the 
target, one burst was observed on the eastern approach." 

1. NAC RG 24 Vol. 1 O67 1 file 2 15C 1.095@3). 

2. Brereton Greenhous et al, The Cruicible of War, p 3 12. 

3. "Operations Order No. 3", 3 Jun 44, quoted in Michael Bowyer 2 Group R.A.F. (London: 
Faber and Faber, 1974), p 368. 

4. No. 439 Squadron Operations Record Book, Appendix entry for 5 July 1944. 
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